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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Food Security in Africa (FSA) project became effective
September 1, 1984. It is governed by a Cooperative Agreement
between Michigan State University (MSU) and the Agency for
International Development (A.I.D.). The seven year, three
month project is scheduled to end November 30, 1991. This
Final Evaluation concludes that the project has achieved
significant accomplishments and recommends that a follow-on
project be designed and approved by A.I.D. and implemented by
MSU.
The FSA project is essentially an applied research project with
a strong operational and problem-solving orientation. It
places a heavy emphasis on capacity building as well as on
networking and dissemination. The purpose of the project is to
develop operational approaches and analytical methodologies
that ·will help developing country governments achieve food
security goals. The applied research supported under the
project has focused on four substantive themes as they relate
to food security: international trade; public and private
sector roles; agricultural technology; and the linkages among
food production, marketing, and consumption.
The ·joint product/interim reportR model, which is now widely
associated with MSU~ was used to implement the FSA project.
This MSU approach encourages integration of African
policymakers into the process of defining the research problems
in order to Rcreate a demandR for the research results; relies
on systematic data collection and analysis to guide decision
making; insists on integrating African researchers into the
entire research process; ensures the timely availability of
research results by issuing interim reports and working papers
before the final results are in; and disseminates these interim
results via workshops and conferences held in Africa to help
inform the policy debate.
The FSA project is one of a very small number of centrally
funded projects that is ·officially· co-managed by two bureaus,
in this case the S&T Bureau and the Africa Bureau. project
management both by A.I.D. and by MSU has received good marks
from USAID missions in countries where the project has been
implemented.
As of September 30, 1990, A.I.D. had obligated just over $10.0
million in support of the FSA project, almost 92 percent of
total project funding as estimated in the Cooperative
Agreement. Almost one-third of total obligations <$3.2
million) is core support from S&T, and the remainder <$6.8
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million) is core support from AFR and Wbuy-inW support. As of
August 31, 1990, project expenditures totaled almost $6.7
million, or about $1.1 million per year, on average, over the
past six years. These expenditures reflect project activities
implemented in Zimbabwe and southern Africa (SADCC), Mali,
Senegal, Rwanda, Somalia, and the Sahel/West Africa region.
They do not reflect the more recent activities initiated in
Mozambique, Malawi, Zambia, and Tanzania.
The Final Evaluation was conducted by a five-person team. Two
team members were associated with the u.S. university community
(Stanford and Tufts) and threa, with the U.S. Government
(A.I.D. and USDA). Each team member had a background in the
social sciences (economics or agricultural economics); was well
grounded in food security and food policy issues; and had lived
and/or worked in Africa.
The conclusions and recommendations of the evaluation were
based on discussions with faculty and students at MSU in East
Lansing, Michigan; similar discussions with A.I.D. officials
and others knowledgeable about the project in Washington, D.C.;
analysis of responses to a questionnaire administered to
selected A.I.D. field missions in Africa; and a critical review
of the published and unpublished research results produced
under the project.
The FSA project has made major contributions in empricially
unmasking incorrect wconventional wisdom- about rural
households; informal local and regional markets; and the
capability of farmers, traders, and government managers to
respond to policy reforms, institutional changes, and
technological improvements. It has shown how policy reform can
become more directly attuned to food security issues by better
understanding household consumption patterns (Senegal, Mali);
rural trade patterns (Rwanda, Mali, Zimbabwe); informal
regional trade flows (Rwanda, Mali); internal marketing
institutions (Zimbabwe, Mali, Senegal); the diversity of
household strategies for coping with short-term food
emergencies (Mali, senegal); and the limits imposed by
technological constraints (Senegal, Mali, Zimbabwe, Rwanda).

MSU'S work on the international dimensions of food security
has shown, and convinced policymakers, that in an
environment characterized by high production variability,
technological constraints, and poor local food marketing
infrastructure, food self-sufficiency is not a viable, or
even achievable, food security strategy. At the same time,
their work suggests that there are opportunities for
intra-regional trade which would enhance food security both
in the Sahel and SADCC regions. MSU has made a significant
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contribution to understanding short-term solutions to food
deficits, especially factors affecting the use of food aid
in the policy reform process (Mali).
The project has demonstrated that knowledge about marketing
arrangements was inadequate, and in some cases, wrong, in
part because the legacy of government control forced a
sharp divergence between the ·official· picture of trade
and marketing and the reality of transactions occurring
outside official strictures. At the same time, MSU
research has shown how more effective markets can be
created. In some cases, reducing state intervention in
markets serves to stimulate markets. Yet, MSU found that
privatization generally did not automatically produce well
functioning markets. MSU research also provided strong
evidence that certain public interventions, such as
investments in roads and other infrastructure and in
agricultural research and market information systems, have
a positive impact on food security (Zimbabwe, Mali, Rwanda,
senegal).
The project has generated sufficient empirical evidence to
substantiate the importance of the linkages among
technology, institutions, and policies in food security
strategies (Senegal, Zimbabwe, Mali, Rwanda, Somalia).
Current studies of the performance of agricultural research
programs in Africa will serve to provide an empirical basis
for understanding the factors that impede or facilitqte
agricultural research programs, and for developing
effective methodologies to measure the economic costs and
benefits of agricultural research.
The project has also elucidated important linkages among
household production, the marketing system, and household
income and access to food. It has shown that the
production of food crops and cash crops can be
complementary enterprises; that many rural households do
not benefit as sellers from higher prices for food crops,
because a significant number of rural households, even
those which produce food, are net buyers, not net sellers;
and that higher prices for producers do not necessarily
result in greater output in any case. These and other
research findings have contributed to an understanding of
how different categories of households are affected by
different governm~ni and donor interventions.

The evaluation recommends that A.I.D. support a follow-on
project which addresses food security issues through applied
research, but that limited technical assistance be permitted as
well; that the follow-on project continue to be responsive to
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the needs of sub-Saharan Africa where food security problems
continue to be critical, but that it permit selective expansion
to other geographic regions as well; that the existing research
focus is appropriate for the follow-on project, but that more
explicit attention be given to the relationship between food
security and certain other research themes; that MSU implement
the follow-on project, but that MSU have the capability to
access specific geographic and substantive expertise from other
institutions; that S&T/RD manage the follow-on project; and
that the follow-on project be authorized for ten years.



I. SUMMARY OF PROJECT

A. Project Background

The Food Security in Africa (FSA) project (931-1190) became
effective September 1, 1984. The project is governed by a
Cooperative Agreement (DAN-1190-A-00-4092-00) between Michigan
State University (MSU) and the Agency for International
Development (A.I.D.). The seven year, three month project is
scheduled to end November 30, 1991. This Final Evaluation is
designed to assess the accomplishments of the project and to
determine whether or not a follow-on project is needed.
The FSA project, itself, is a follow-on project. Its
predecessor, the Alternative Rural Development Strategies
(ARDS) project, was also implemented under a Cooperative
Agreement between MSU and A.I.D. And it also was funded for a
seven year period, from August 1977 to August 1984. Because
the FSA project was designed as an Amendment to the ARDS
project, it was assigned the same A.I.D. project number as the
ARDS project; and because A.I.D. regulations do not permit any
project (as defined by a project number) to operate longer than
ten years (without approval by the A.I.D. Administrator), the
1984 Amendment had to be amended again in April 1987 to enable
A.I.D. Project No. 931-1190 (which began in August 1977) to
operate beyond the ten year limit.
Although the FSA project and the ARDS project share the same
A.I.D. project number, and although both projects have been
implemented under a Cooperative Agreement with MSU, the ·
similarities end there. Indeed, there are at least three major
differences between the two projects: (a) the FSA project
focuses only on Africa; the ARDS project was global, covering
all geographic regions; (b) as such, the FSA project is
co-managed by A.I.D.'s Bureau for Science and Technology (S&T)
and Bureau for Africa (AFR); the ARDS project was managed
solely by the S&T Bureau; and (c) the FSA project focuses on a
limited number of substantive research themes in the area of
-food security;- in contrast, the ARDS project was far more
general in nature, focusing on -rural development.-
It is helpful to understand these similarities and differences
between the ARDS project and the FSA follow-on project in
determining whether or not another follow-on project is
warranted.

B. Project Overview

The logic underpinning the FSA project is straightforward. It
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is spelled out in the project paper (PP) Amendment to the ARDS
project and the subsequent Cooperative Agreement for the FSA
project. Both documents called for MSU to use the tools of
applied research, networking and dissemination, and training
in one or more of four thematic subject areas (identified
below) -- in order to produce various intermediate outputs.
These outputs, taken together, would contribute to achieving
two project purposes that, in turn, would enhance food
security. These four project elements -- activities,
substantive research themes, intermediate outputs, and purposes
-- are summarized below.
Project Activities. The PP Amendment specified three project
activities.
1. Applied research was defined to include, inter alia,

comprehensive food security assessments in two African
countries and problem-oriented research in up to eight
additional African countries.

2. Networking and dissemination activities involved the
development and distribution of working papers and
newsletters and the organization of seminars and
workshops.

3. Training was defined as on-the-job training (not degree
training), and included the development and testing of
short-term courses, data collection and analysis carried
out by LDC students, and participation in the networKing
activities.

Research Themes. The project focused on four substantive
research themes: international trade; the roles of the public
sector and the private sector; agricultural technology; and the
linkages among food production, marketing, and consumption.
These themes were broadly defined in the PP Amendment and the
Cooperative Agreement.
1. The international trade theme was defined to include the

management of foreign exchange and food imports (both
commercial and concessional) which -- together with related
domestic food production and food marketing improvements
would help to achieve food security goals. This theme
involved: (a) the trade-off between domestic food
production (food self-sufficiency) and a combination of
domestic food production and production for export (food
self-reliance); (b) the role of regional trade in achieving
food security; and (c) solutions to reducing short run food
deficits, including systems to procure food, manage food
stocks, and distribute food.
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2. The second research theme focused on the respective roles
and responsibilities of the public sector and the private
sector in: (a) solving short run food supply problems; and
(6) providing the investments needed to achieve long run
food security. This theme included data collection and
analysis requirements needed for effective planning and for
the development of market information systems.

3. Agricultural technology was the third theme. Its focus was
on the interaction among technological change,
institutional reform, and policy adjustments needed to
achieve food security goals. It also included rate of
return analysis for investments in agricultural technology
development and assessment of factors affecting the return
to such investments.

4. Linkages among food production, marketing, and consumption
was the last research theme. This concerned the effects of
domestic food marketing reforms on food producers, food
consumers, and food traders. Such marketing reforms might
include: (a) price incentives; (b) infrastructure
development; (c) input supplies; (d) food storage (both the
quantity of food stored and the location of storage
facilities); and (e) physical distribution of food
(including intra-household distribution) over space and
time.

project Outputs. Five intermediate outputs were expected to
result from undertaking applied research, networking and
dissemination, and training in these four substantive areas.
1. Identification of priority issues which must be addressed

to achieve food security.
2. Workable strategies for dealing with the priority issues.
3. An improved understanding of the data needs and

quantitative techniques for analyzing food security
policies.

4. Improved methodologies for designing and implementing
empirical research on food security issues, conducting food
security assessments, and strengthening social science
contributions to food security policy.

5. Improved methodologies for analyzing alternative
institutional arrangements for managing food security.

project Purposes. Two project purposes were specified.
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1. To develop operational approaches and analytical
methodologies that enhance the ability of developing
country governments to establish objectives, identify
problems, analyze policy and program alternatives, and
formulate the most effective short- and mid-term strategies
to accomplish food security goals.

2. To develop, test, and disseminate improved approaches to
the development of institutional and professional
capabilities for food system management.

In sum, the FSA project is essentially an applied research
project with a strong operational and problem-solving
orientation. It also has a heavy emphasis on capacity building
(but not necessarily institution building). Although the
project was not designed to support A.I.D. field missions or
developing country governments through the provision of
long-term advisors or short-term consultants, technical
assistance has, to a certain extent, been an ancillary
by-product of the project. This overview of the project helps
to establish the broad parameters within which it should be
evaluated.

c. Project Funding

The cooperative Agreement estimates total project funding at
$10,917,233, of which $3,600,000 would be provided as core
support from S&T; the remaining $7,317,233 would be provided as
core support from AFR and as -buy-in- support, primarily from
A.I.D. field missions in Africa. It is noteworthy that the
Project Authorization of February 1, 1989, authorizes total
project funding (including both core support and buy-in
support) at $13,495,728 -- substantially more than that
estimated in the Cooperative Agreement.
As of September 30, 1990, A.I.D. had obligated $10,026,162,
almost 92 percent of total project funding as estimated in the
cooperative Agreement. Of total obligations to date,
$3,200,000 represents core support from S&T, and $6,826,162
represents core support from AFR and -buy-in- support.
As of August 31, 1990, project expenditures (as distinct from
project obligations) totaled $6,655,903. Thus, expenditures
have averaged about $1.1 million per year over the past six
years. It also appears that the current project pipeline
(defined as obligations less expenditures) is substantial, over
$3.3 million. Table 1 summarizes total project expenditures by
source.
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TABLE l.--Project Expenditures by Fundin~ Source,
September 1, 1984 - August 31, 19 0

Funding Source Amount Percent

Core $2,946,633 44.3

Zimbabwe/Southern Africa 1,846,102 27 .7
Mali 1,255,023 18.9
Senegal 363,000 5.5
Rwanda 115,053 1.7
Somalia 70,000 1.1
Sahel/West Africa 36,554 0.5
S&T/Nutrition 23,538 0.3

Total $6,655,903 100.0

Source: Michigan State University, October 8, 1990. This
tabulation does not include Wbuy-inW support currently
being negotiated with A.I.D. missions in Mozambique,
Malawi, and Tanzanla.

Project expenditures cannot easily be disaggregated in terms of
the project activities they support: applied research, .
networking and dissemination, and training. Nevertheless,
Table 2 does permit some understanding of how the funds have
been used.
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Use,

Use
salaries/Benefitsa/
Consultantsb/
Travel
Equipment
Other Direct costsc/
Overhead

Total

Amount Percent
$2,590,565

171,103
992,423
377,461

1,358,661
1,165,690

$6,655,903

38.9
2.6

14.9
5.7

20.4
17.5

100.0

Primarily research, dissemination, training, and
administrative costs.Primarily costs for African researchers to carry out
in-country research.primarily in-country research and publication costs.

Source: Michigan state University, October 8, 1990.

D. Project Approach and Project Outputs

The basic approach taken by MSU in implementing the FSA project
is important. It can be summarized in terms of five specific
elements.
1. Integration of policymakers into the process of defining

the research problems before
order to create a demand for
part of these policymakers.
the information will be used
currently and in the future.

any research is undertaken, in
empirical information on the
This makes it more likely that
in policy formulation,

2. A sound and systematic approach to the development of
empirical data collection, focused on a careful definition
of the questions to be answered and the minimum data needed
to answer them.

3. Absolute insistence on integrating African researchers into
the entire process of research development and
implementation, in order to develop local capacity to
continue undertaking such research.
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4. Procedures for ensuring the timely availability of interim
results via working papers.

5. Procedures for disseminating research results via
conferences and meetings located in Africa.

using this -joint product/interim report- model, MSU produced
three kinds of outputs (or joint products) under the FSA
project: (a) publications (primarily working papers and
dissertations); (b) workshops (including conferences and
seminars); and (c) students trained. These project outputs are
summarized in Table 3. The table disaggregates these outputs
in terms of the country in which the applied research was
undertaken; where the workshops were held; and the nationality
of the students trained.

TABLE 3.--Principal Project Outputs by Country, 1984-90

Works hops Students
Country Publications Convened Traine~/

Mali 49 22 6
Rwanda 18 7 1
Senegal 15 2 7
Somalia 12 6 1
Tanzania 7 2 2
Malawi 3 3 3
Zimbabwe/Southern

Africa 133 9 8
Sahel/West Africa 4 2 11
U.S. 15 37 31
Other 2 18

Total 258 90 88

a/ Refers to on-the-job training, not degree training.
Source: Michigan State University, October 8, 1990.

During the six year period 1984-90, the FSA project undertook
applied research that culminated in 258 publications; in
addition, 90 workshops and conferences were convened as a
mechanism for disseminating the research results; and 88
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students were trained. Of those trained, 44 percent were
African students; 35 percent were from the U.S.; and the
remainder were from other countries. Although not shown in the
table, 23 percent of those trained were women.

E. Mid-term Evaluation

A Mid-term Evaluation of the FSA project was conducted in
October-November 1987 and completed in March 1988. Althougt
the evaluation was positive, it recommended eight ways in wr ~h
the project might be improved during its final three years '
operation. MSU has by and large implemented those
recommendations as summarized below.
1. MSU has responded positively to the recommendation that

empirical research findings developed under the FSA project
be published in refereed professional journals so that they
have a broader audience. MSU faculty, their African
colleagues, and other African researchers associated with
the FSA project have published articles in well-known and
widely read journals such as World Develo!ment, American
Journal of Agricultural Economics, Journa of Development
Economics, Food policy, and Agricultural Economics.

2. As recommended in the Mid-term Evaluation, MSU initiated
discussions with Zimbabwean and USAID/Harare officials
concerning the desirability of assigning a second,
long-term faculty advisor to the University of Zimbabwe to
support the countries of the SADCC region; a second advisor
was subsequently hired.

3. The recommendation to give more emphasis on organizing
national and regional workshops has been implemented by
MSU. For example, MSU assisted the Sahel west Africa
office of A.I.D. in conducting the Sahel regional food
security policy workshops in 1988 and 1989 in washington,
D.C. MSU also prepared and presented a paper in 1989 at
the annual meeting of the African studies Association as
had been recommended. The corollary recommendation to give
greater emphasis to regional food security concerns in the
Sahel, modeled in part on the work in the SADCC region, was
also successfully implemented.

4. MSU agreed with the intent of the recommendation that more
African graduate students be recruited, more food security
assistantships be offered, and supplementary in-country
training be provided. According to MSU, however, adequate
resources have not always been available, when needed, to
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implement the recommendation. For example, MSU requested
A.I.D. funding to train African students from the SADCC
region (using SADCC resources), but this was denied on the
grounds that on-going bilateral projects could be used for
this purpose. In other cases, MSU has been successful in
obtaining non-A.I.D. resources (from the Rockefeller and
Kellogg Foundations, for example) to fund students to work
at MSU on food security issues that are carefully
coordinated with the food security work under the project.
MSU solidly supports this recommendation which is designed
to enhance the training component and capacity building
elements of the project; what is needed is a cost-effective
mechanism to implement the recommendation.

5. MSU has not yet provided copies of diskettes of the various
country data bases to PPC/CDIE (A.I.D.), as recommended,
because African and MSU staff continue to use and refine
the data. However, the data are available to anyone who
wants to use them, with the caveat that users take the time
to understand the nature and limitations of the data. This
recommendation should be implemented to the extent possible
before the end of the current cooperative Agreement.

6. The Mid-term Evaluation also recommended that innovative
research methodology materials developed under the project
be more widely disseminated. MSU has informally
distributed research design and data processing training
materials to researchers at IFPRI, the World Bank, CIMMYT,
and other universities. These materials will continue to
be refined before they are published.

7. MSU has apparently not devoted resources to developing
concise summaries of major research findings for
distribution to host country policymakers, A.I.D.
personnel, and others, as had been recommended in the
Mid-term Evaluation. This recommendation continues to have
considerable merit, and its implementation would enhance
the networking and dissemination activity of the project.

8. The Mid-term Evaluation suggested that MSU had emphasized
the supply side of food security (food availability), and
that other important food security issues should also be
addressed. It suggested that research on managing food aid
and on technology development should be undertaken. MSU
has carried out work in both areas.

Thus, MSU has, for the most part, been responsive to the
recommendations of the Mid-term Evaluation.
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II. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

The Final Evaluation of the FSA project was conducted by a
five-person team. Two team members were associated with theu.s. university community (Stanford and Tufts); the other
three, with the U.S. Government (A.I.D. and USDA). Each of the
five team members had a background in the social sciences,
generally economics or agricultural economics; each was well
grounded in food security and food policy issues; and each had
experience living and/or working in Africa.
The evaluation methodology, like the project itself, was
straightforward. It involved: (a) discussions with faculty
and students at MSU in East Lansing, Michigan; (0) similar
discussions in Washinton, D.C. with persons knowledgeable about
the FSA project; (c) an analysis of responses to a
questionnaire administered to selected A.I.D. field missions in
Africa; and (d) a critical review of the published and
unpublished research results produced under the project. Annex
A provides a complete list of persons interviewed throughout
the course of the evaluation. Annex B lists the papers that
were reviewed. Annex D provides mission responses to the
questionnaire and summarizes those responses.

A. MSU Site Visit

Three members of the team visited MSU for an intensive round of
discussions with MSU faculty and students over a three day
period, October 1-3, 1990; a fourth team member visited MSU for
a one-day visit on October 12. Meetings were scheduled with:
(a) core faculty of the Department of Agricultural Economics,
the ent~ty primarily responsible for implementing the FSA
project; (b) the Chairman of that Department; (c) African
graduate students studying at MSU under the auspices of the FSA
project; (d) the Administrators of the African Studies Center
and the Institute for International Agriculture; (e) the Food
security and Nutrition working Group; and (f) key faculty
members of the Economics Department who were working on
research issues related to food security. The discussions were
organized to have both a geographic focus (Zimbabwe/Southern
Africa and Mali/the Sahel) and a substantive focus (including
the Computer Support Group and the Agricultural Technology
Assessment Group).
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B. A.I.D./Washington Discussions

All five team members met in Washington, D.C. for three days,
October 9-11, 1990, to discuss the project with A.I.D.
officials as well as representatives from the international
Food policy Research Institute (IFPRI), Cornell University, and
the World Bank. Within A.I.D., the team met with the two
A.I.D. officers responsible for designing the FSA project in
1984 (both of whom just happened to be in the Washington area);
representatives of the two A.I.D. management entities (S&T/RD
and AFR/TR); agriculture officers of the three regional bureaus
where the project was not being implemented (ENE/TR, APRE/TR,
and LAC/DR); a representative from each of two offices in S&T
supporting related research activities (S&T/AGR and S&T/N);
representatives of AFR/DP; and DAA/S&T.

C. Field Mission Questionnaire

Finally, a questionnaire was administered to the 10 A.I.D.
field missions in Africa where the project had been, or was
being, implemented. These missions or offices included
Botswana, Malawi, Mali, Mozambique, Rwanda, Senegal, Somalia,
Tanzania, Zimbabwe, and Zambia. (In the case of Somalia, the
questionnaire was sent to the Agriculture Development Officer
in the U.s. who had backstopped the FSA project in 1986-88.)
The questionnaire was also sent to REDSO/ESA and the Club du
Sahel where A.I.D. officers had a particular knowledge of the
project. Seven missions and REDSO/ESA responded; see Annex D.
The team was unable to travel to Africa to visit any of the
countries where the project had been implemented. However, two
of the team members met with representatives from Zimbabwe (the
University of Zimbabwe and the Ministry of Lands, Agriculture,
and Rural Resettlement of the Government of Zimbabwe), and this
meeting provided a host country perspective of how the FSA
project had been implemented in at least one country.

Following the washington discussions the team dispersed for
four weeks in order to eyalulate the applied research,
networking and dissemination, and training activities that had
been undertaken during the six years the project had been in
operation. Each team member assumed responsibility for
evaluating these activities as they related to one of the four
substantive areas on which the project focused. This permitted
some degree of specialization, and obviated the need for all
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team members to review all research, networking, and training
activities. The team reconvened in Washington to discuss the
first draft of the evaluation report on November 15, 1990. A
second draft was discussed at an A.I.D./Washington briefing on
December 21, 1990. The Final Evaluation was completed in
January 1991.
Part III evaluates the project in terms of the four subject
areas (international dimensions of food security; public and
private sector roles; agricultural technology; and the linkages
among food production, marketing, and consumption). Part IV
evaluates project management, both in A.I.D./Washington and at
MSU. Part V suggests implications for the future. Part VI
summarizes the conclusions and recommendations.
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III. EVALUATION OF PROJECT IMPACT

A. Introduction

The FSA project has made major contributions in EMPIRICALLY
unmasking incorrect "conventional wisdom" about rural
households, informal local and regional markets, and the
capability of farmers, traders, and government managers to
respond to policy reforms, institutional changes, and
technological improvements. In doing so, the project has
provided a new and compelling "story" of food security in
Africa. It is the story of food insecurity in rural households
-- households which are often net purchasers of staple food
commodities. It is the story of rural as well as urban people
who depend on markets to supply their food needs. It is the
story of the operation of those markets -- local, regional, and
global -- and the weaknesses and imperfections which threaten
food security. It is the story of how policy reform can become
more directly attuned to food security issues by better
understanding household consumption patterns (Senegal, Mali),
rural trade patterns (Rwanda, Mali, Zimbabwe), informal
regional trade flows (Rwanda, Mali), internal marketing
institutions (Zimbabwe, Mali, Senegal),· the diversity of
household strategies for coping with short-term food
emergencies (Mali, Senegal), and the limits imposed by
technological constraints (Senegal, Mali, Zimbabwe, Rwanda).
In country after country, MSU research has determined --
contrary to "conventional wisdomw -- that a significant portion
of rural households are not self-sufficient in basic staples.
Between a quarter and a half of the rural population are net
purchasers of basic commodities. Rural households are more
dependent on local markets for their food security than
previously thought.
The FSA project also has demonstrated that knowledge about
marketing arrangements was inadequate, and in some cases,
wrong, in part because the legacy of government control forced
a sharp divergence between the "officialw picture of trade and
marketing and the reality of transactions occurring outside
official strictures. Countries which believed themselves to be
self-sufficient in staples were shown to be significant
importers, once unrecorded regional trade was documented
(Rwanda). policymakers who thought they were providing support
to local producers found they were attracting (illegal) imports
from neighboring countries (Rwanda). Assumptions about the
difference between wofficialw and parallel market prices were
shown to be seriously wrong (Mali).
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At the same time, MSU research has documented the weaknesses of
many local food markets. Local markets are often thin, and
supplies may not be available when they are most needed (for
example, during the hungry season). In addition, marketing
infrastructure designed to facilitate food sales may not
adequately serve the needs of rural purchasers or sellers
(Zimbabwe, Mali).
creating more effective markets, with lower transactions costs,
would improve food security for many rural households. In some
cases, reducing state intervention in markets is one way to
stimulate such markets. Making transactions legal eliminates
the need to move food in very small quantities (to avoid
detection) and reduces the need to pay bribes. Transactions
costs decline, and consumers benefit (Mali). yet MSU found
that privatization generally did not automatically produce well
functioning markets. Traders often lacked the capability and
incentive to invest in managing even intra-annual fluctuations
(Senegal, Tanzania). They also faced risks associated with the
operation -- and change -- of government policies (Mali,
Senegal, Zimbabwe, SADCC, Sahel). Stabilizing inter-annual
fluctuations was beyond the scope of virtually all private
marketers, as well as some parastatals (sahel, Mali).
When many rural households are net purchasers of basic foods,
and a high proportion of food sales come from a small group of
relatively well endowed farmers, higher food prices cannot be
used as a policy to increase household food security or to
reduce rural inequality (Rwanda, Zimbabwe). Furthermore, when
non-price factors (such as the lack of improved technology,
credit or adequate marketing infrastructure) constrain
production, higher prices may not be successful in stimulating
production increases either.
The four sections below evaluate the impact of the FSA project
in terms of the four research themes on which the project
focused.

B. International Dimensions of Food Security

The FSA project has made substantial progress in shifting the
focus of policymakers away fr9m commitments to national food
self-sufficiency toward policies of food self-reliance. In the
Sahel, MSU research and analysis was instrumental in both
changing African commitments to self-sufficiency (Mali) and
presenting evidence which contributed to the donor dialogue on
support for national and regional food self-sufficiency schemes
for the Sahel (mission responses to questionnaire; discussion
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with A.I.D. officials). MSU research was also instrumental in
Zimbabwe's decision to move toward food self-reliance rather
than food self-sufficiency (discussion with Zimbabwe's Deputy
Minister of Agriculture). MSU'S work on the international
dimensions of food security has concentrated in three areas:
1. Domestic food production v~rsus production for export.
2. International and regional trade and related domestic

production and marketing improvements to support food
security.

3. Short-term solutions to food deficits that lead to
long-term improvements in food security.

Domestic Food Production versus Production for Export. MSU is
not the first to recognize that cash and food crop production
may be complementary. They have, however, made a unique
contribution in providing a much more accurate empirical
assessment of the kinds of complementarity, and most
importantly, the implications this has for the policy
instruments used to increase production. The Mali and Senegal
work provide the most explicit treatment of this theme.
In Mali, MSU (and other) researchers have found
complementarities between the cultivation of cotton (an export
crop) and food crops, in part because of the residual impact of
fertilizer on subsequent food crops, and in part because .of the
wider benefits of infrastructure created to support cotton
production and marketing.
Goetz's analysis of food/cash crop relationships in Senegal
adds empirically to the knowledge of this topic. Availability
of enough peanut seed makes possible'the hiring of additional
labor, which also expands food production. Availability of
adequate food is necessary to keep married sons in the
household, which permits -economies of scope- by allowing more
food and cash crop production than would be possible in two
separate production systems. The study suggests that increased
productivity -- especially the ability to attract and
productively use labor -- is critical. Traction technologies
may be more important than fertilizer (partly because of the
production increasing possibilities, partly because they are
-durable- and can be sold off in bad years to permit food
purchases). Thin and unreliable coarse grain markets limit the
willingness (and ability) of farmers to expand production, even
in response to alternative prices. Price guarantees also
negatively impact the 20-30 percent of households which are net
purchasers of food.
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International and Re ional Trade and Related Domestic
Pro uctlon an Marketlng Improvements to Su port Foo
Securlty. MSU has shown, an conVlnce pollcymakers, that in
an envlronment characterized by high production variability,
technological constraints and poor local food marketing
infrastructure, self-sufficiency is not a viable, or even
achievable, food security strategy. The net effect of
attempting to achieve food self-sufficiency is generally to
trade the moderate risk of variability in global markets and
the food aid process for a high degree of domestic production
and marketing risk. In addition, MSU has documented the
following factors associated with such a strategy:

high costs associated with supporting and storing surpluses
in WgoodW years (Mali, Zimbabwe, Tanzania);
lack of correlation between national surpluses and
household food security (Mali, Zimbabwe); and
constraints to using higher producer prices in stimulating
food production or consumption shifts necessary to support
the strategy (Senegal, Mali, Sahel).

MSU has also demonstrated that many of the same costs apply to
attempts to create a protected regional cereals market in the
sahel.
At the same time, however, MSU'S work suggests that there are
opportunities for intra-regional trade which would enhance food
security. MSU, along with other researchers, has contributed
to documenting existing intra-regional trade in the Sahel and
identifying the policies which impact on it. They also found
that legalization of cross border trade in Mali resulted in
lower transactions costs, which benefitted rural households
which were purchasers of cereals.
MSU's work in Southern Africa also found opportunities for
enhanced regional trade. Kingsbury et.al. identified some
important constraints to intra-regional-rrade, based on a
collection of interviews with traders. The work also
identified some areas with potential for increased trade. MSU
has made a contribution in putting together information on
intra-regional trade in the SADCC region. Unlike the Sahelian
work -- which fed directly into discussions about a protected
regional cereals market -- the SADCC work seems to have been
less significant in policy terms.
MSU has also investigated the impact of exchange rate policies
on both trade and food security in Southern Africa, using an
examination of Zambia's experience as its first case study.
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While this work has produced some empirically important
findings (for example, calculated margins on leakage of Zambian
subsidized roller and breakfast meal), there is neither the
empirical richness nor the -dramatic- impact associated with
some of the other MSU work.
Short-term Solutions to Food Deficits that Lead to Long-term
Improvements in Food Security. while most research on African
food security discusses the supply problems associated with
Africa's rainfed production cycle, few go on to spell out the
profound implications of variable rainfed production for
institutional roles, policy reform implementation and funding.
MSU has done this -- especially in its work in Mali -- and in
doing so, has made a significant contribution to understanding
factors affecting the use of food aid in the policy reform
process.
MSU's major contribution in this area is the analysis of the
use of food aid to support food security policy reform in
Mali. Dione's analysis of food aid-supported policy reform
illustrates both the potential benefits and the liabilities of
using food aid to support longer-term food security. Funds
from the sale of food aid were used to support policy reform
(for example, to help the government fund food purchases to
support a guaranteed floor price). Revenue was less available
during good production years (when food aid was not needed),
and hence, funds to support prices ran out quickly. The work
led to a more circumscribed market role for the parastatal, as
well as a recognition of how severely the ·countercyclical·
nature of food aid can circumscribe policy reform. The study
also addresses attempts to privatize the handling of food aid
itself to directly support market liberalization.

c. Public and Private Sector Roles

An emphasis on the roles of the public and private sectors is
an extremely important and appropriate subject to be emphasized
by the FSA project. It is a sensitive area. It is also a
complex subject, thereby making it difficult to achieve a
positive impact. The considerable success achieved in
connection with the FSA project is therefore of special
interest in demonstrating clearly the advantages of the
distinctive features of MSU's implementation of the FSA project
in furthering this objective.
It is not only because the issues related to the roles of the
public and private sectors are complex and politically
sensitive that it is especially difficult to encourage policy
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reforms related to food marketing and other aspects of food
security. In addition to the usual patronage considerations
and vested interests in interventions such as single-channel
marketing of grain, there are also humanitarian concerns that
reinforce a political concern to avoid urban food riots. It is
extremely difficult to overcome a LDC government's reluctance
to liberalize grain marketing, but market reform becomes
possible if it is conceptualized as redesigning what the public
sector does rather than simply expecting it to withdraw
completely from the market. In Mali and several of the other
countries in which it has operated, the FSA project has been
able to avoid a polarized and ideological debate by promoting
applied research which has focused discussion on empirical
evidence that has provided a basis for informed dialogue,
systematic analysis of policy options, and step-by-step
progress.
The Process of Privatization and the Transition to a
Market-oriented Economy. The importance of improving the
policy process is underscored by the complexity of the tasks of
raising farm productivity and output and of increasing the
efficiency of food marketing; that is, dealing with both sides
of the food security equation -- increasing food availabilit~
and access to food. A common problem related to the continulng
dominance of agriculture derives from local markets for food
being very thin and fragmented with large variability in prices
and market volumes. Furthermore, collusion is facilitated by
the small number of buyers, especially in remote areas. ·
Private sector investment in grain marketing is discouraged by
high risks, not only those that are unavoidable because of
climatic factors and fluctuations in world prices, but also
those that result from lack of information about government
action, for example, concerning the dates and locations of free
food aid distribution (Dembele, staatz, and Egg).
An excellent paper on -Food Security policy Reform in Mali and
the Sahel- by Josue Dione presented at the 1989 World Congress
of the International Economics Association emphasizes these
multiple problems and the consequent need for a sustained
effort that includes learning from the monitoring of on-going
experience. For example, he notes that the cereal market
liberalization program in Mali was based initially on
assumptions that were not borne out by the field studies
carried out by MSU researchers. Numerous changes have been
made on the basis of accumulating knowledge and understanding.
-As a result,- he affirms, -some progress has been made since
1981: private grain trade has been legalised; cereals
circulate more freely from suppliers to consumers; the role of
the public sector has been more appropriately redefined to some
extent; and market facilitating services such as financing and
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information are improving."
Another of the project's important contributions has been to
help host country governments avoid serious mistakes. For
example, there has been a common tendency among certain
activists to argue that food is so important that governments
should intervene directly to promote "food first- policies.
Moreover, it is often alleged that an important reason food
problems arise is because farmers are encouraged to produce
export crops at the expense of food crops. As noted earlier,
research carried out under the project has made it clear that
at the farm level the production of export crops such as cotton
and food crops for subsistence consumption can be complementary.
In recent years there has also been considerable enthusiasm for
-targeted food subsidies." Although targeted food subsidies
are no doubt more cost-effective than general food subsidies,
it is doubtful whether they merit priority in sub-Saharan
Africa because of severe administrative as well as financial
constraints. An important paper prepared for an A.I.D.
workshop on targeted consumer food subsidy schemes makes it
clear that, given those constraints, the potential for consumer
subsidy schemes to make a significant contribution to food
security in Mali is not at all promising (staatz et. al., 1989).
Finally, a paper presented at the Fifth Conference on Food
Security in Southern Africa states that ·proponents of market
liberalisation have too often assumed that the sanctioning of
private trade would be sufficient to induce a vibrant,
competitive market in which traders immediately fill the void
left by state decontrol of the market- and notes that this
·vacuum theory of privatisationW is not supported by the
available evidence (Jayne, Chisvo, Chigume, and Chopak).
Appropriate Roles for the Public Sector. Research in Zimbabwe,
Mali, Rwanda, and Senegal has provided strong evidence that
certain types of public interventions, such as investments in
roads and other infrastructure and in agricultural research,
have a considerable positive impact on food security. Research
in Zimbabwe on the expansion of smallholder maize production
(Rohrbach) and in Rwanda demonstrating the impact of improved
roads on efficient food marketing (Loveridge) are especially
noteworthy.
The progress being made in Mali in establishing a Market
Information System (MIS) is a notable example of the FSA
project having a significant, positive impact on marketing
efficiency and the wellbeing of consumers. Dr. Abdoulaye SaIl,
the Director-General of the grain marketing board (OPAM),
emphasized the contributions of Mali's MIS in his presentation
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to the April 1990 seminar in Bamako. He stressed its impact in
bringing about a very significant reduction in market prices of
grain as a result of price data being broadcast on the radio,
noting that studies carried out by the MIS have confirmed that
consumers and traders have been taking account of that
information in their decisions to buy and sell cereals.
Because of the public goods nature of information, the private
sector will not supply the amount of information that is
socially optimal nor will it make it accessible to all
participants. Thus government provision of essential
information helps to make markets less risky, more transparent,
more competitive, and more efficient.
It is worth emphasizing the role of Niama Nango Dembele, a
Malian researcher now completing his Ph.D. at MSU, in the
design and implementation of the MIS. Dembele was initially
hired by the FSA project to work as a research assistant to
Josue Dione, one of MSU'S in-country researchers at the time.
Dembele, who had completed a M.A. in economics at the
University of Michigan, was brought to MSU for six months of
training in agricultural economics and for orientation on the
FSA project. After carrying out several valuable field studies
in Mali, Dembele served as the Technical Assistant to the MIS
that was established as part of OPAM. The report on that
experience by Dembele, staatz, and Egg gives a valuable account
of the steps involved in establishing the MIS. The design of
the project was guided by the knowledge that had been acquired
by MSU and other researchers. It was decided that the system
should not be a new institution but rather a coordinated 'effort
by existing institutions that were already collecting data that
only needed to be made compatible with the needs of the MIS.
The plans that were developed were sensitive to the need to
keep the project simple and hold down costs in order to ensure
its long-term survival when foreign assistance was no longer
available. A major strength of this effort is the willingness
of the participants to monitor the performance of the MIS and
to make periodic changes to overcome weaknesses that are
observed. Moreover, the MIS plays a critical role as a public
information system because it is conceived broadly as a tool
for policy design and redesign for managing the food system and
not simply as a market news service.

D. Agricultural Technology

The FSA project was originally not designed to investigate the
role of agricultural technology in food security strategies.
In fact, it appears that project designers may have intended to
exclude investigation of this topic. It is curious that a
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project, which was designed to identify effective food security
strategies in Africa, would exclude examination of the role of
technology at a time (1984) when the Africa Bureau's
agricultural portfolio was beginning to focus more heavily on
agricultural research.
Notwithstanding the project's design, project implementors
proceeded to investigate the interaction of technological
change, institutional reform, and policy adjustments in
addressing food production and marketing constraints in
Africa. This topic soon emerged as the primary research focus
of the project. In a 1986 memorandum from the Africa Bureau's
project manager to MSU'S project director and the S&T Bureau's
project manager, this shift in project focus was ·officially·
recorded as an appropriate change in project design.
This section evaluates the project's contribution to advancing
the understanding of the role of agricultural technology as a
·prime mover· of food security (Weber and Jayne) and the
interrelationships that exist among technology, institutions,
and policies. It concludes that one of the most significant
accomplishments of the FSA project has been its contribution to
national and regional debate on the relative importance of the
interrelationships among these three elements in achieving food
security goals in Africa.
Interaction of TechnologYj Institutions, and policies. The
project's research has generated sufficient empirical evtdence
to substantiate the importance of linkages that exist among
technology, institutions, and policies in food security
strategies.

In Senegal, the project's research showed that the
government's plan to increase the price of rice in order to
achieve rice self-sufficiency would have little or no
impact on production in the short run. Even a doubling of
rice prices would not generate a significant supply
response because the more immediate and binding constraints
faced by rice producers were technical in nature.
Goetz's research in the southeastern part of Senegal
indicated that many households are net deficit producers of
coarse grains. Thus, in the short run, increasing the
floor price of coarse grains would elicit little or no
production response, and would only hurt these households.
To increase the supply of coarse grains, the project
recommended that greater attention be given to developing
technologies that would enhance the demand for coarse
grains (for example, processing technologies), to improving
labor and land productivity, and to reducing the costs of
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production. Improvements in input and output marketing
institutions would also be necessary.
A similar study of the sorghum and millet markets in
Zimbabwe showed that adjusting prices would have little
impact on the food security of the majority of the
producers, given their limited participation in commercial
markets (approximately 10 percent in the early 1980s). The
project noted that greater impact on food security would be
achieved by developing technologies that: (a) increased
average yields in normal years or raised minimum yields
during years of drought; and (b) reduced storage losses and
processing costs.
Also in Zimbabwe, the project's research found that the
tripling of smallholder maize production during the period
1980-85 was due to a number of factors, including the
availability of, and farmers' access to, improved maize
technology, improvements in both the public and private
sector marketing systems, farmers' access to capital, and
higher market prices.
In Mali, Dione and Staatz found that households that have
animal traction (technology) and access to credit and
technical inputs (institutions) were more likely to respond
to price incentives (policy).
The project's research in Mali also showed that in tqe
non-cotton growing zone, the head tax policy resulted in
disinvestment in animal traction and draft animals by many
households. The project's researchers pointed out that
this disinvestment in a proven technology could have
significant negative effects on household food security.
The project's research in Rwanda showed that increasing the
price of beans would not only hurt the 72 percent of rural
households (producers) who were net bean buyers, but also
would have little effect on increasing production. Rather
than low prices, the lack of technology to address low
productivity and soil fertility problems was found to be
the primary constraint to increased bean production.
In Somalia, the project's research showed that the
substantlal shift in urban consumption from maize to
imported rice and pa~ta was due to the time constraint
faced by women in'maize processing. The project pointed
out that this consumption shift could result in lower maize
prices (due to reduced demand), which in turn, could have a
serious impact on domestic maize production. To avert this
situation, the project recommended increased attention to
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the development of technologies that would reduce the time
required to process maize and increase usage of existing
public grain mills that were idle or underutilized.

Investing in Agricultural Research. The FSA project recently
added another dimension to its investigation of the role of
technology in achieving food security goals. This dimension
involves an assessment of the performance of agricultural
research programs and the factors that affect such
performance. The recognized role of technology in food
security strategies, coupled with A.I.D.'S substantial
investment in agricultural research programs in Africa, make
this added focus highly relevant. It also demonstrates MSU's
outstanding capability to identify priority issues of immediate
relevance and importance to food securlty strategies that were
not evident during project design.
The economic justification for investing in agricultural
research in Africa is often based on the double-digit returns
to research investments made in the U.S., Asia, and Latin
America. This is because there is little empirical knowledge
about the pay-off to agricultural research in Africa, where
human resources and institutions are not as advanced as in Asia
and Latin America, and where climatic conditions are more
harsh. There is increasing concern and uneasiness about this
knowledge gap, not only because of the mounting investments in
African agricultural research, but also because of growing
impatience with the seeming inability of agricultural research
programs in Africa to generate the impact achieved by research
programs in other regions of the world.
The value of investigating the factors that affect the
performance of agricultural research programs in Africa lies
not only in ·coming up with the numbers· (as in the case of the
rate of return studies that will be undertaken in Kenya, Mali,
and Malawi), but also in broadening current discussions of the
factors that impede or facilitate the ability of agricultural
research programs to generate impact. These studies will also
be very useful in developing and testing more effective
methodologies for measuring the economic costs and benefits of
agricultural research. While the project has produced a number
of articles (including those by Eicher, de Frahan, and staatz)
on factors that affect the performance of agricultural research
in Africa, the on-going studies should substantially improve
the knowledge base on this topic and contribute research-based
insights on how returns to investments in agricultural
technology can be maximized.
Assessment of Accomplishments. without question, the FSA
project has been successful and cost-effective. It has not
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only achieved the purposes for which it was designed (that is,
to develop, test and, disseminate approaches and analytical
methodologies for food system management). It has also: (a)
broadened the empirical knowledge base on food security
strategies; and (b) facilitated the application of such
knowledge to host governments' and the development community's
programs and policies.
1. It has substantially advanced the knowledge base on food
security issues and strategies in Africa, and in doing so, has
often challenged -conventional wisdom.- Three of the project's
most significant findings related to agricultural technology
are summarized below:

In many African countries, -getting the prices right-
(which, in almost all cases, means increasing prices) will
result in little or no production response, at least in the
short run, for various reasons, including: (a) many
households are net deficit food producers and, therefore,
do not have marketable surpluses to take advantage of
increased floor prices; (b) appropriate technologies are
not available or accessible to enable farmers to expand
their output; (c) most African countries do not have the
financial, infrastructura1, and human resources to support
floor prices on a sustained basis; and (d) input, output,
and capital markets in Africa are often times dysfunctional.
In the long run, the dilemma of protecting the 1arge.number
of low-income consumers from high food prices, while
providing price incentives to domestic food producers --
the food price dilemma -- can be resolved by developing
higher-yielding technologies that reduce production costs.
Such cost-reducing technological changes will allow real
food prices to fall while helping to maintain the
profitability of food production.
In planning support to national agricultural research
systems, it is essential that attention be given by donors
to the stage of a recipient country's institutional,
scientific, and political maturity. The -resource
transfer- model, which often overlooks the absorptive
capacity of a recipient country, usually leads to
unsustainable programs and, hence, to low returns to
investments in agricultural research.

2. It has facilitated the application of research findings to
host governments' and the development community's programs,
policies, and projects. For example:

In Mali, the project: (a) encouraged the government to
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reconsider its head tax policy; (b) encouraged the
government to discontinue its price-setting function (with
the exception of floor prices for paddy); (c) is being used
to guide the development of the 12-year strategic plan for
agricultural research; and (d) convinced USAID/Bamako to
include food security as an issue in its Farming systems
Research project's agenda.
In Zimbabwe, the project's research on maize and coarse
gra1ns 1S guiding current national debate on policies for
private sector participation in rural marketing.
The Development Fund for Africa's fourth strategic
objective wimproving food securityW -- was, and
continues to be, influenced by the project's research
findings.

E. Linkages Among Food production, Marketing, and Consumption

The previous section focused. on the linkages among technology,
institutions, and policies. This section also focuses on
linkages: (a) linkages among production, marketing, and
income; (b) linkages among production, consumption, and
nutrition; and (c) intrahousehold linkages.
Linkages Among production, Marketing, and Income. The
project's research has elucidated the links among households'
agricultural production, the marketing system, and household
income and access to food. By its emphasis on the use of
empirical information to test widely-held assumptions, it has
been successful in altering policymakers' perceptions, and in
some cases in affecting national and regional policies, to the
benefit of household welfare.
Among the specific research results important for policy
formulation that have been generated under the FSA project are
the following.

Production of food crops and cash crops can be
complementary enterprises. Households which produce cash
crops (for local sale or export) are often-those which
produce food crops both for their own subsistence and for
sale (Senegal, Rwanda, Mali).
A large number of rural households do not benefit as
sellers from high prices for food crops, because many rural
households, even those which produce food, are net buyers,
not net sellers. Generally those households which are net
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sellers of food crops are better off than those which are
net buyers (Senegal, Rwanda, Mali).

"Higher prices for producers do not necessarily result in
greater output in any case. Constraints to increasing
production include household labor scarcity (Rwanda,
senegal), variation in rainfall (Mali), and poorly
functioning markets, each of which affects production
decisions in a variety of ways.
Adequate market functioning is critical to household food
security. Most rural households depend heavily on
purchased food; they will not alter production decisions
until they are assured of adequate food supplies from the
market. poorly functioning markets significantly lower
real incomes and (in Zimbabwe) apparently jeopardize the
nutritional adequacy of the diet by encouraging the
consumption of less nutritious food (Mali, Zimbabwe,
Rwanda, senegal).
Households, especially poorer ones, depend on sources other
than farming for significant proportions of their income.
policies to affect household welfare need to consider all
income sources, not just farm production (Malawi, Zimbabwe,
Mali).

These research findings have contributed to understanding how
different categories of households are affected by different
government and donor interventions, and by various changes in
the structure of the economy. This understanding has, in some
cases, been translated into specific policy changes which will
improve welfare at the household level. For example:

In Rwanda, project research was directly related to the
government's decision not to enforce increases in official
food prices. project data showed that the majority of
households would be hurt (as net purchasers), and that most
of the benefits of higher prices would not even flow to the
relatively few Rwandan farmers who were net sellers, but
rather would flow to foreign producers. Furthermore, the
project's research showed that higher food prices
(specifically of beans) would contribute less to the
incomes of farmers than would higher prices for cash crops
(coffee and tea).
In Mali, the government is reconsidering the imposition of
a head-tax on farm households at harvest time, recognizing
that this would occur at a time when prices for their
products are at their lowest. If the government decides to
eliminate or delay the tax, household real income could
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rise significantly, as some households could withhold their
food from the market either for their own consumption or
until prices rise.
Also in Mali, attempts to maintain a high price for coarse
grains have-been abandoned, both because of government
resource limitations and because of the recognition that
this is not a beneficial policy for most farm households.
In Zimbabwe, the government is beginning to eliminate
restrlctlons on private marketing of food between surplus
and deficit regions, in part because project research
demonstrated that these restrictions unnecessarily
increased prices, thereby reducing real incomes by as much
as 38 percent in low-income households.

These are significant and impressive concrete accomplishments
for a project whose primary focus is research and analysis.
They also serve to demonstrate the kinds of impacts which can
be expected from improved policymaking. Price and marketing
policies have enormous effects on households' access to food.
Maladaptive policies, such as those which restrict market
functioning by raising prices and increasing price and supply
instability, or which enforce unrealistically high prices or
inappropriate agricultural production practices, can
significantly reduce household income, food supply, and
welfare. By the same token, policies informed by an
understanding of how different categories of households ·
interact with the production and marketing system can effect
very significant improvements in households' income, access to
food and other goods, and thus their well-being. National food
security is improved to the extent that individual households
are secure in their access to food.
There is necessarily a relatively long lag between the
implementation of policy research and the observation of its
effects at the household level. Results must be understood;
they must be disseminated; and they must be incorporated into
the policy process. Depending on timing, research may inform
policy changes right away or more slowly. policy formulation
is affected by politics, resource constraints, and the changing
environment. It is therefore often difficult to draw very
direct connections between research on the one hand, and policy
changes and household welfare changes on the other.
Nonetheless, it should be obvious that if governments, donor
agencies, and other policymakers understand the dynamics of
food production and its relationship to consumption (the link
being the market), then their policies will have a greater
likelihood of achieving their objectives and of promoting
equity and the welfare of the economically vulnerable.
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Linka es Among Production, Consum tion, and Nutrition. The
prece lng lSCUSSlon ocuse on research llnklng rural
households' production decisions, market participation, and
income. A further question is whether this chain of reasoning
can be carried to the level of individual welfare. Food
security is often defined as household access to adequate
food. In some sense, though, the ultimate demonstration of
food security may be the nutritional status of household
members.
Although the FSA project has not put major emphasis on studying
determinants of the nutritional status of household members
(Indeed, the project specifically excluded a focus on
nutritional issues, because these were covered under other
cooperative agreements.), several of the project's studies used
secondary data on nutritional status as a concrete indicator of
welfare to identify vulnerable households and describe their
income and food sources and degree of market participation.
For example:

The Malawi project linked poor nutritional status of
children to small landholdings and a dependence on
subsistence production rather than market purchases.
The Zimbabwe project used data on the prevalence of
stunting and wasting among children to demonstrate that the
production of marketed surpluses of food, even among
smallholders, does not guarantee adequate food consu~ption
of all individuals.

This discovery -- that the prevalence of child stunting and
wasting (the usual measures of nutritional status in survey
research) was not closely related to household consumption
security measures -- suggests that the dynamics of determining
nutritional status are different from those determining food
consumption at the household level. Poor sanitation and
disease were two factors, not in the domain of food
availability, hypothesized to affect measures of nutritional
status in the study.

In Mali, a specific study of food consumption and nutrition
was-unQertaken. The results of this study demonstrated
that regional food production indicators do not necessarily
identify nutritionally vulnerable households. Sundberg
devised a household '·consumption security· indicator, which
was based on the number of meals per day per household and
diversity in the dietary patterns. In the food deficit
north of the country, the levels of consumption security
were not different than in the south, where food production
is much higher. Households in the north were more dependent
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on sources of income other than farming, and obtained more
of their food from the market, but consumption security on
average was not affected by these differenc~s in survival
strategies.

The results of the Mali study have important policy
implications because they demonstrate that relative food
production deficits are in fact not indicators of food
consumption inequities, and that welfare oriented policies need
to concentrate on the poor in both regions, not on only one
region.
Intrahousehold Dynamics: Household structure, Age, Gender, and
position of Household Members. Unlike the study of nutrition
and its determinants, which was specifically excluded as a
focus of the FSA project, the consideration of intrahousehold
dynamics is an integral part of studying access to food. The
importance of understanding individual roles in production and
consumption processes was demonstrated in several of the
project's studies.

In Senegal, the time costs of household labor to process
grains was recognized as an important determinant of the
demand for coarse grains.
Also in Senegal, the position of members within the
household (household heads, women, unmarried sons,
non-relatives of the head) was found to be a major
determinant of the allocation of land between household
subsistence crops and crops for the market; household
composition was also an important indicator of available
labor for production.

These findings help inform policies designed to promote
specific crops and production techniques. They also underscore
the important point that food availability is only one
determinant of household food consumption; time and other costs
of production are also critical.
The distinct roles of women in the production and marketing of
food, and in the maintenance of household and individual food
consumption, have also been shown to be central to household
food security.

In Mali, which was the location of the single
nutrltlon-focused study in the project, the sale of crops
under women's control was found to correlate positively
with nutritional status (stunting), while household sales
in general showed no correlation.
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Also in Mali, researchers discovered that significant
quantities-Qf stored grain were missed in measuring on-farm
storage because only male heads of household, and not
female producers, were queried.

Intrahousehold processes have not been a major focus of the
project's research. The conceptualization of food security
issues, as reflected in the research design manuals provided to
project researchers, does not extend to analysis of individual
roles -- determined by age, gender, position in the household,
and possibly other characteristics -- in determining
production, marketing, and consumption of food. These few
examples demonstrate that an understanding of such roles is not
separate, but is an integral part of the
production-marketing-purchase-consumption chain which is the
focus of the MSU research. The quality of the research which
deals with households -- in their roles as producers,
marketers, and consumers -- would be enhanced by a more
explicit investigation of the behavior of individual actors
within the household unit.

F. Other Elements of project Impact

In addition to producing good quality research in these four
areas, MSU has been extremely successful in disseminating
results, providing training, developing research methodologies,
and developing a market information system in Mali.
Dissemination. Research results have been successfully
disseminated both within African countries and to the wider
academic community. TWo important innovations account for the
success: (a) the -joint product- approach to research; and (b)
the -interim report- approach to dissemination •.
The joint product approach maximizes the policy significance of
research by choosing research topics which are relevant to
policy choices -- often getting direct input from policymakers
on the potential value of the research. Local researchers are
then involved in all phases of the research. The interim
report approach to dissemination focuses on publicizing
preliminary results. Such results, with appropriate caveats,
have been discussed in local seminars, published in working
papers, and fed into the annual southern African food security
conferences; (similar seminars have not been held in the Sahel
region, however.) This dissemination strategy significantly
reduces the time lag between the discovery of new information
and its availability to decision makers.
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Training. MSU has in general conducted an exemplary on-the-job
tralnlng program. The result has been a cadre of researchers,
natives of the countries in which they work, who understand
both the dynamics of how policies can affect the welfare of
different groups and the importance of empirical information in
the design of new policies. This focus on developing the
capacity of individual researchers and policymakers both to
understand and to undertake policy-related research is likely
to improve the quality of policymaking in these countries in
the future.
The project has been conscientious about including African
researchers in the implementation of the studies, and including
policymakers in the formulation of questions to be studied. As
a result, the project has successfully engendered an African
demand for the kind of analysis which will improve policymaking
in the long run, even though the specific questions and the
economic context in which they are posed may change. A project
which produced only policy-relevant research would have a short
run impact on those policies; in contrast, a project which
produces researchers who can continue to do policy-relevant
research on new topics as they emerge can have a continued
impact over the longer-term.
The emphasis on a ·partnership· in which MSU faculty provide
backstopping for in-country researchers has been of great
value. Periodic visits by MSU-based faculty have contributed
to in-country training, and they have also provided an o~casion
to schedule seminars with policymakers to discuss working
papers that provided timely evidence pertinent to issues under
discussion.
MSU has been particularly successful in integrating this
project (which does not provide long-term degree training) with
the resources of the agricultural economics department. The
institutional commitment of the department to international
work, the cadre of faculty with international experience, and
the flexibility in arranging course and degree work to fit the
needs of Africans with official positions have all supported
MSU'S effective training program; see Annex C.
Research Methodologies. MSU has gone beyond ·on-the-job
training· in developing its joint product approach to
research. It has developed practical methods for training
researchers in data analysis, research project design and
implementation, as well as specific economic methodologies.
Its approach to data collection methods strikes an appropriate
balance between requirements for statistical validity and the
constraints which face researchers in many sub-Saharan African
countries.
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In particular, it has developed improved methodologies for
designing and implementing empirical research on food security
issues. A recent report developed by MSU, -Research Methods in
the MSU Food security in Africa Project: conceptualizing and
Implementing policy Relevant Studies,- provides an excellent
synthesis of the most effective principles, techniques, and
methodologies utilized by the project in its research programs
in Africa. MSU has also developed a training manual which
provides state-of-the-art information on designing, conducting,
and analyzing sample surveys in a cost-effective manner.
The project's research planning tools, which MSU has used with
notable success in Africa, can have broad application
elsewhere. These tools include the research planning matrix
(which helps to conceptualize, identify, and focus research on
the most important variables that directly relate to the
activity's objectives) and the task calendar (which helps to
identify and schedule the various steps in the research
process). More recently, the SPSS/PC+ software package was
improved based on lessons learned from implementing the
project's research activities in Africa.
Market Information system. An important contribution of the
project has been the development of the Market Information
system (MIS) in Mali, which has been instrumental in improving
the functioning of the private sector market in several ways.
Public announcement of prices on the radio and in the press has
contributed to market competition and greatly reduced the level
and variability of prices in a number of cities.
Producer-consumer margins are now at about the level of the
cost of transport and storage, an indicator of the benefit of
competition. This information makes it possible for consumers
to purchase food where prices are lower and to bargain more
effectively, thus increasing the quantity of food they can
obtain for a given expenditure. Interest in implementing
similar systems in other countries has been generated by the
project, which has also provided technical assistance on the
implementation and uses of these systems.
Overall, the project has been highly successful in combining
applied research; networking of researchers, donors and
policymakers; and training of in-country researchers and users
of research to achieve the goal of improving food security by
improving government and donor policies.
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IV. EVALUATION OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT

A. A.I.De/Washington Management

When the ARDS project was amended in 1984 to focus on food
security issues solely in Africa, the decision was made for the
project to be co-managed by S&T/RD and AFR/TR/ANR rather than
by S&T/RD alone. Thus, the FSA project became one of a very
small number of S&T projects that is "officially" co-managed
with another bureau.
Co-management of the project by the two bureaus has proven to
be satisfactory to all parties involved for a number of
reasons: (a) it has enabled the Africa Bureau to be an equal
partner in determining the scope of the project's research
agenda without being involved in the day-to-day administrative
and operational aspects of project management; (b) S&T's
involvement has enabled the project to maintain a research
focus, which would have been difficult for a geographic bureau
to "enforce" given its mandate (implicit, if not explicit) to
be responsive to its field missions' immediate needs, including
needs for technical assistance; (c) the Africa Bureau's
involvement as a "manager" has provided an assured and
significant source of supplemental funding for the project; and
(d) with the Africa Bureau's intervention, "doors were opened·
to the project during the early years of implementation when
such an advantage was essential.
For any co-management arrangement to function effectively,
communication among the various parties is absolutely
essential. successful co-management also requires a clear
understanding of responsibilities and expectations of all the
parties involved. For the most part, communications between
S&T and the Africa Bureau, and between the A.I.D. managers and
MSU, have been good. In spite of the rapid turnover of A.I.D.
project managers (four in the Africa Bureau and five in S&T),
project management has not been impaired. It is also amazing
that while a "formal" definition of responsibilities has not
been made, the three parties involved in project management
(S&T, AFR, and MSU) maintain a clear understanding of what each
ones' responsibilities are.
This is not to say, however, that such a definition of
responsibilities and expectations is not desirable. With more
than one office in the Africa Bureau now supporting the
project, it has become necessary to ensure clear communication
lines and to define responsibilities and expectations. An
effective way of accomplishing this is through annual workplan
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reviews, which the FSA project has not consistently
undertaken. Periodic meetings by A.I.D. parties with an
interest in food security issues and the project may also be
useful for both substantive and operational reasons.

B. MSU Management

At MSU, the project is managed by a Director who oversees
approximately 50 professional, administrative, and technical
support staff in East Lansing, Michigan, ar in the project's
various research sites throughout Africa. er the years,
MSU's managemen~ of the project has consistently received good
marks from participating USAID missions for: (a) identifying
excellent senior and junior (graduate students) research
personnel in a timely manner (except in Zimbabwe when MSU had
difficulties fielding a senior research advisor for about a
year); (b) requiring minimal logistical and administrative
support; and (c) providing intensive and outstanding technical
backstop support to field researchers. On a less positive
note, MSU was criticized by one mission fpr maintaining overly
tight control over field activities.
MSU's administrative support staff is e~perienced and quite
knowledgeable of A.I.D.'s procurement rules and reporting
requirements. The project's monthly financial tracking and
reporting system is one of the ~est in S&T/RD. The skills and
experience of MSU's administra" :e staff have minimized
management burdens on the MSU Dlrector and the S&T project
manager.
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v. IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

The FSA project will formally be completed on November 30,
1991. The question arises whether or not further research in
the area of food security is needed; if so, where it is needed,
and what type is needed; and finally, whether or not A.I.D.
should design and fund a follow-on project to carry out that
additional research.
This part of the Final Evaluation departs from evaluating the
past, and instead recommends actions for the future. It
assesses the need for a follow-on food security project from
four perspectives: (a) geographic balance -- whether a
follow-on project should focus on Africa, or on other regions
as well; (b) operational focus -- whether it should emphasize
applied research, or technical assistance as well; (c)
substantive focus -- whether the four research themes under the
current project are appropriate, and/or whether others should
be included; and (d) country emphasis -- the criteria for
determining which specific countries should be highlighted.

A. Geographic Balance

There appear to be important advantages in focussing a
follow-on project on sub-Saharan Africa. The problems o~ that
region are clearly challenging. Moreover, there appear to be
very promising possibilities for enlarging the impact of the
FSA project on applied research, policy analysis, and policy
formation in additional African countries. Both the need and
the opportunities appear to be especially great in Mozambique
and in the Sahel. It seems probable that Sahelian countries
additional to Mali and Senegal will benefit considerably as a
result of regional conferences and other activities, especially
given the possibility of drawing upon experience in the SADCC
region and with Josue Dione now playing a key role with the
Institut du Sahel in Bamako.
In addition, food security is likely to remain an important
topic for A.I.D. in sub-Saharan Africa. Addressing the
continent's persistent food security problems is one of the
four strategic objectives of the Development Fund for Africa
(DFA). In addition, virtually all countries in sub-Saharan
Africa will qualify for the new grant food aid authority
established in the Food, Agriculture, Conservation and Trade
Act of 1990 (the -farm bill-). Under this new legislation,
A.I.D., which will have sole responsibility for grant food aid,
will have the opportunity to use the new food aid authority to
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respond to food security and development problems.
Given the relatively high profile of food security issues in
sub-saharan Africa, it is imperative that resources available
for responding to them are not diluted or over-extended through
a proliferation of demands upon them. At the same time, it is
important that A.I.D. have access to the best research possible
in responding to its new food aid mandate, as well as to its
past commitments to food security.
The rationale for having a follow-on project continue to work
in sub-Saharan Africa is strengthened if MSU does the work.
MSU has built a faculty with significant current research
int~:est and experience in sub-Saharan Africa; it has
estaolished excellent contact with African institutions; and it
has a network of students, graduates, faculty, and associates
in the region. Its core personnel are known and respected, and
the quality of its work is recognized by those who have come in
contact with the project. These are accomplishments which come
about slowly, and the benefits are felt gradually and
cumulatively. (Annex C establishes MSU'S predominant
capability to carry out work on food security in this area.)
On the other hand, the questions of food security, as they have
been formulated in the FSA project, are relevant to other
regions as well. As such, there is scope for expanding the
research to Latin America and Asia as well as Eastern Europe --
anywhere where markets have been prevented from function~ng
freely and where little is known about the varieties of
household strategies for gaining a livelihood and about their
participation in food production, sale, and purchase. A
geographically expanded project might also encourage more
comparative analysis that would be of value to sub-Saharan
Africa as well as to other regions.
However, if a follow-on project were expanded beyond Africa,
and if MSU were the primary implementer of that project, it
would be a mistake to assume that the same core of people and
the same level of resources could be spread over more,
different regions without a cost. The MSU approach implies a
concentrated, labor intensive method dependent on high quality,
committed professionals with limited time. Expansion of the
geographic focus would require the addition of more high
quality researchers and administrative capacity, and the
establishment of new networks of contacts. If the Africa focus
is not maintained, then additional resources, both financial
and especially human, will be needed if the same level of
quality and effectiveness is to be achieved.
Of course, if the demand for food security research in the
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Asia, Near East, and Europe region and the Latin American and
Caribbean region were only modest, there is the possibility
that, even with a de jure expansion of geographical coverage, a
follow-on project would de facto focus heavily on sub-Saharan
Africa.

B. Operational Balance

A follow-on project should also be primarily a research
activity. Given the inevitable bias of government officials
and A.I.D. missions to emphasize short-term problems, there is
an ever-present danger that the really important comparative
advantage of the FSA project would have been compromised had it
been required (or even permitted) to respond readily to
requests for short-term technical assistance. S&T, by virtue
of its project management role, has helped to protect the
project's integrity and has enabled it to concentrate on
applied research.
Virtually all the missions responding to the evaluation
questionnaire indicated that research should be its primary
focus. The process by which research has been conducted -~ the
joint product approach with a heavy emphasis on publicizing
findings during the research process itself -- appears to have
worked well in providing timely information which is of
recognized value to missions.
Some kinds of technical assistance, of course, flow naturally
from the applied research focus of the project. Two come to
mind: (a) ex ante technical assistance to identify research
priorities; and (b) ex Kost technical assistance to disseminate
policy-relevant researc findings. This recognizes that the
information needs of host governments must be taken into
account in the design of individual research studies, and that
the only way to assure that research results will be used is to
design research to inform current, topical policy questions.
The FSA project has been conscientious in doing this, and a
follow-on project should do likewise.

c. substantive Focus

The Four Research Themes of the FSA Project. The present
concentration on four subject areas has important advantages.
They constitute an important and coherent set of topics. All
of them have a significant bearing on the attainment of food
security. They are sufficiently broad to facilitate the task
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of reaching agreement within a country on the selection of more
limited and more immediately relevant topics to be given
priority in on-going research programs. The pursuit of common
or related themes has also facilitated cross-country analyses
and cumulative understanding of complex issues, and encouraged
the transfer of relevant findings to other countries.
Therefore, the four research themes of the FSA project -- the
international dimensions of food security (including
intraregional trade), the roles of the public and private
sectors (including institutional and legal conditions for their
improved functioning), the role of agricultural technology in a
food security strategy, and linkages among food production,
marketing, and consumption -- appear to be appropriate areas
for continued research. In the future, however, several
changes in emphasis are recommended.
Work under the FSA project on the trade-off between food and
cash crops was important and well done. As a result, there is
less need to focus generally on this potential -trade-off,-
although there may be specific cases where government policies
predicated on incorrect assumptions about trade-offs will
require additional research on this topic (for example,
senegal). Work on the international dimensions of food
security should avoid becoming too closely tied to examining
the impacts of macroeconomic adjustment programs per see
Empirical work on the food security implications of exchange
rate changes and other policy changes on regional trade ,may be
justified, but it should be undertaken judiciously. The
project should focus on creating a sound empirical and
conceptual framework for analyzing trade performance, using its
considerable expertise in analyzing national and regional
markets. It should avoid branching out into areas such as
niche marketing for speciality crops, where ties to food
security become more remote and research on international
commodity markets would be required.
Food aid is an important international dimension of food
security in many food deficit countries. During the final year
of the FSA project, as A.I.D. prepares food aid programs under
the new legislation, MSU staff should brief mission directors
on key research findings of the FSA project, and be available
to answer questions concerning their relevance to new
opportunities for programming food aid. In addition, the new
flexibility associated with multi-year food aid agreements and
grant food aid provide A.I.D. with a new range of options which
might usefully be explored by drawing on existing MSU research
and in some instances commissioning other research. possible
areas for additional research include: (a) timing (and tying)
food aid deliveries to closer monitoring of prices in local
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food markets; (b) integration of food aid into overall economic
assistance packages so that it is not wcountercyclicalw and,
therefore, is more effective in supporting policy reform; and
(c) development of more nutritionally oriented assessments of
food aid needs.
In the area of agricultural technology, a follow-on project
should continue to focus on the interactions among
technological changes, policy adjustments, and institutional
reforms in a food security strategy. It should do so by
addressing, inter alia, three issues: (a) the
complementarltles among different types of public and private
investments, especially in relation to investments in
technology development and transfer; (b) the impact of
investments in specific types of institutions, policies, and
infrastructure on the performance of agricultural research; and
(c) strategies to make production and processing technology
generation and transfer systems more sustainable and effective
in achieving food security goals (including clarifying the
relative emphasis that should be given to alternative commodity
and geographic foci of agricultural research).
A Fifth Research Theme: Food Security and Measures to Protect
the Environment. To date, the short- and medium-term impact on
food security of long-term measures to protect the environment
has received little or no attention from development
specialists. Investigation of this issue is of vital
importance because measures to achieve environmental
sustainability in the long-term can run counter to efforts to
achieve food security in the short-term. For example, stricter
enforcement of measures to control agricultural and human
encroachment into forests and other protected areas could, in
the short run, reduce households' access to land for
agriculture purposes, and to fuelwood for food processing.
These measures could also reduce access to an income source for
many households, which would limit their ability to purchase
food for consumption. In Asia, restrictions on logging can
have very significant implications for the affected countries'
ability to generate foreign exchange to import food and capital
goods in the short- and medium-term. Limited access to land
for food production and to fuelwood sources can have an
immediate negative impact on women, who, in most societies, are
responsible for food production and processing.
Research needs to be undertaken to assess the short run effects
on food security of measures to protect the environment, and to
recommend technological, policy, and institutional solutions to
reduce the negative impact on food security of such measures.
The research also needs to assess the impact of these measures
on women and propose recommendations to minimize or alleviate
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the negative impacts.
Cross-cutting Themes. A follow-on project should pay special
attention to two cross-cutting themes: (a) non-farm income
generation; and (b) intrahousehold dynamics.
Non-farm Income Generation. It should be possible to identify
and take advantage of complementarities between the FSA project
and the work being carried out by Carl Liedholm, Don Mead, and
other researchers at MSU concerning rural non-farm activities.
Realizing the potential for intersectoral growth linkages
between agriculture and industry, especially the rural non-farm
sector, is of particular importance in increasing output and
expanding employment opportunities in African countries because
they are still at such an early stage in the structural
transformation process. The evidence that has accumulated from
project research concerning the importance of food purchases by
farm housholds also underscores the fact that the expansion of
non-farm employment and incomes by members of rural households
is often the key to attaining food security.
Intrahousehold Dynamics. A follow-on project should be more
attentive to the dynamics of labor and task allocation and time
use among household members as a determinant of agricultural
production, market participation (both in and outside of
agriculture), and food consumption. Some of the studies
undertaken under the current project accepted rather than
questioned assumptions about the internal organization of
households and the behavior of 'individuals (for example,
Malawi). Intrahousehold dynamics are central to understanding
the interface of households with the external economy. Time
availability, task allocation, access to and control over
products based on gender and age, and other individual.
characteristics, all affect decisions about what foods and
other goods to produce, what technologies to use, and what
foods to purchase and consume. Understanding these processes
is central to predicting the effectiveness of particular
policies in affecting food availability at the market and in
the household, and to predicting their effects on individual
consumption.
One reason for strongly recommending that food security
research address intrahousehold dynamics is that the
intrahousehold dimension provides the critical link between
studies of food security on the one hand, and studies of
nutritional status on the other. By expanding the focus on
intrahousehold dynamics, a follow-on project could make use of
the analytic and research capabilities most relevant to the
other areas of research identified in the project, while still
providing the necessary basis for linking market and household
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processes with the processes by which nutritional status is
"produced" in the household.
Networking. The FSA project over the past six years has taken
a broad Vlew of food security. This is entirely appropriate,
since food security concerns are integral to the entire
strategy of development. Achieving food security on a
sustainable basis is not possible without the transformation of
low-income, predominantly agrarian economies into more
diversified, more productive, and predominantly industrial
economies. And structural transformation and the eradication
of poverty cannot be achieved without completing the
half-completed demographic transition by bringing fertility
levels into manageable balance with the sharply reduced
mortality levels that now prevail. Nonetheless, the FSA
project has been successful in achieving its goals partly
because it has not attempted to undertake research outside the
domain of food security.
To the extent a follow-on project involves the relationship
between food security and broader issues such as population,
health, and nutrition, it should be through increased
networking with researchers and development professionals in
these fields. The networking component, not the applied
research component, of a follow-on project should focus on
rural health, nutrition, and population which, though they fall
beyond the scope of the project, nonetheless have an impact on
food security. Networking also should benefit food security
research by making researchers aware of relevant information
which might fall outside the food security rubric.
Two examples illustrate how (a) health and nutrition activities
and (b) population activities can inform food security research
and policy analysis.
Health/Nutrition. Sundberg's field work in Mali examined the
relationship between the nutritional status of members of a
household and socio-economic factors such as food production
and stocks, sales and purchases of grain, ownership of draft
animals and plows or other equipment, and on-farm and off-farm·
sources of income. An important finding of her research was
that the correlation between the availability of food at the
household level and the nutritional status of infants and small
children is surprisingly low. This supports the growing body
of evidence that suggests that household food security, while
essential, is not sufficient to guarantee that adequate
nutrition is achieved.
Household food security is commonly defined as -access by all
people at all times to enough food to sustain a healthy and
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active life.w Activity levels, disease status, genetic
factors, and a variety of other factors not related to food
availability and access, also directly affect individual
nutritional status. This means that even in the context of
household food security, interventions such as mother-and-child
health programs, nutrition education, and preventive health
activities such as immunizations and oral rehydration will
continue to be necessary. A follow-on project should work with
the designers of health and nutrition interventions both to
identify information needs which might fall within the domain
of food security research, and to incorporate their insights
into the dynamics of household and individual food consumption
decisions.
population. The potential benefits of improving infant and
child survival prospects appear to be especially great because
of their influence on reaching the wfertility thresholdw when
family size begins to be determined in large measure by the
conscious decisions of parents. It would be inappropriate for
a follow-on project to initiate research on family planning or
other aspects of population policy. However, the persistence
of rapid population growth in sub-Saharan Africa has such
important implications for the attainment of food security that
it would seem highly appropriate for the project to include
this subject in regional conferences. The paper on wFood
policy Options: Zimbabwe- prepared for the Fifth Conference on
Food Security Research in Southern Africa lists -rapid
population growthW as one of the key problems facing Zimbabwe
in the 1990s. Recent demographic research suggests that
Zimbabwe, Botswana, and possibly Kenya have emerged as the
first countries in sub-Saharan Africa to enter the second phase
of the demographic transition characterized by declining
fertility. A competent presentation of the available evidence
on that experience would appear to be an excellent topic for a
conference paper. Another paper examining the implications of
rapid growth of a country's population and labor force with
respect to its rate of structural transformation and changes in
average farm size would also seem to be an important topic to
be brought into the food security policy dialogue.
The networking and dissemination component of a follow-on
project might also emphasize comparative analysis, for example,
in the area of field research. S&T might organize ~ small
workshop on -Conceptualizing and Implementing policy Relevant
Field studiesw that would be of value beyond the African
region. The workshop could draw on several sources of
experience including: (a) the core group at MSU and in-country
researchers associated with the FSA project in the area of
research implementation tools for sequencing data collection,
processing, analysis, and write-up; (b) the work of other
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universities which have also been acquiring experience in the
design of field studies and the use of computers for data
management and policy analysis in LDCs, including the summer
short courses organized at stanford's Food Research Institute
and the work pioneered by the Harvard Institute for
International Development; and (c) the work of six doctoral
candidates in agricultural economics at Cornell culminating in
a book on Data Collection Methodologies and Survey Design in
Developing Countries. Another subject which might be
illuminated by comparative studies concerns techniques for
minimizing the adverse effects of periodic food crises.
In summary, the substantive focus of a follow-on project
should: (a) continue to emphasize the four research themes of
the FSA project; (b) add a fifth research theme on food
security and measures to protect the environment; and (c) pay
special attention to certain cross-cutting issues including the
role of non-farm income generation and the role of
intrahousehold dynamics in achieving food security objectives.
A follow-on project should also embrace a broader
interpretation of networking and encourage more comparative
analysis.

D. Country Selection Criteria

The FSA project has had differential impacts in the countries
in which it has worked. A follow-on project should take into
account these differential impacts, as well as the research
needs of countries not included under the current project.
Consolidate Achievements. In Mali the project appears to have
had its widest range of impacts, contributing to policy change,
strengthening institutional capabilities, creating a wdemandw
for policy analysis, and developing the capacities for
collecting, analyzing, and disseminating market information on
an on-going basis. In Rwanda, the project has had an impact on
policy, has significantly strengthened the institutional
capability for policy analysis, and may have generated an
increased demand for policy analysis among Rwandan
policymakers. In both instances, there was general agreement
on MSU's positive interaction with local researcheIs and
institutions. In such countries, the focus in the future
should be on consolidating achievements and developing linkages
which will support the movement to more self-sustaining
programs.
Refine pro~rams. In several countries, there appear to have
been positlve contributions, with indications that the wclassic·
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model of joint products and heavy involvement by local
researchers has not worked as smoothly as in Mali and Rwanda.
Despite some real contributions to Zimbabwe's movement toward a
wfood self-reliancew strategy and a recognition of the need to
look at household food security, there were rather mixed
reviews of the project's wcapacity buildingW role. A number of
those interviewed thought that MSU and its graduates -- rather
than local researchers and policymakers -- obtained the primary
benefits of the project. There were also indications that MSU
contributions to strengthening the institutions with which it
was involved (University of Zimbabwe, SADCC Food security
Office) were inadequate. Neithe: institution currently serves
as a base for moving policy analysis into the policy reform
process. On the other hand, the food security seminars
organized by MSU and the Univer ity of zimbabwe appear to have
been an important vehicle for transmitting information to
policymakers.
Respond to New Needs. MSU has been quite responsive to the
suggestion in the Mid-term Evaluation that it include a
regional program in the Sahel. This should be continued. It
seems less clear that attempts to widen country coverage in the
SADCC region (Malawi, Tanzania, Mozambique) are as promising.
On the other hand, it is too soon to evaluate the work in
Mozambique, and perhaps in the other countries as well.
Given the expectation that more, not less, work on food
security will be required in the next few years, it will be
important to carefully delineate what can be accomplished by a
research project, and what should more appropriately be done
through other mechanisms. It seems that the strength of the
FSA project has been its joint product/interim report model.
This only develops in situations where a relatively long-term
commitment can be made, where there is some reasonable interest
in food security at the national level, and where policy
relevant institutional linkages can be made. studies in
countries where the political and economic climate is not
conducive to achieving food security goals (for example,
Somalia) should be avoided.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Conclusions

Several important conclusions emerge from this Final Evaluation
of the FSA project.
1. The FSA project has demonstrated that it is possible to

conduct research so that its findings feed rather directly
and rather rapidly into local policy processes. The -joint
product/interim report- model of the FSA project is a real
step forward in organizing and disseminating applied
research. Research can be useful and timely if it is
focused, goal-oriented, of high quality, and policy
relevant.

2. FSA project-supported research findings have contributed to
the policy debate of key food security issues including:
(a) complementarities between food crop and cash crop
production; (b) the government's role in a liberalized
market environment; (c) the relative importance of policy
adjustment, technological change, and institutional
strengthening in a food security strategy; and (d)
alternative interpretations of the -food price dilemma.-

3. When the research process is perceived to be -owned- ~y
local researchers, who in turn have an institutional base
which provides them some measure of access to policymakers,
the process of conducting and disseminating research can
-create a demand- for more policy relevant information.

4. Research methodologies which are cost-effective and capable
of producing timely results have been developed under the
FSA project. These methodologies have helped African
policymakers and planners recognize that it is feasible to
obtain research-based information and to approach decision
making in a systematic way. (USAID/Harare indicated, for
example, that the most significant impact of the project in
the SADCC region has been in improving the -climate- for
rational, data-based decision making.)

5. The FSA project has generally helped to develop local
capacity for policy research and analysis in those
countries where it has had long-term involvement.

6. Although actual empirical research results are always
country specific, they can still provide general insights
which influence perceptions and understandings in other
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countries. Three clear examples of this were produced
under the FSA project: (a) the results showing that many
rural households are not food self-sufficient; (b) the
results indicating that actual marketing patterns are often
quite different than ·official· expectations; and (c) the
results showing the importance of non-price factors in
influencing farmer and consumer responses to price policy.

7. Empirical research can sensitize both researchers and
policymakers to the need to examine certain issues simply
because they are important in a particular country, and not
necessarily because the results are generalizeable. The
FSA project has identified at least two such issues: (a)
the need to look for variations in household food security
strategies (which may differ dramatically even within
regions of a single country); and (b) the need to gauge
empirically the capabilities and perceptions of local
private traders.

8. The FSA project has successfully established networks of
communication among researchers and policymakers within
individual countries and within regions. The food security
conferences in the SADCC region have been widely recognized
as focusing debate on food security issues, and the
recently initiated conferences in the Sahel region appear
highly promising.

9. It is less clear that the project has had the same degree
of success in publicizing its results to the larger'A.I.D.
community. While individual missions were generally able
to identify important findings, there did not appear to be
a general understanding among A.I.D. officials of either
the project's findings or the potential significance they
had for A.I.D.'S activities.

10. A.I.D. has invested substantial resources in developing
expertise and experience in food security research at MSU.
Partly as a result of this investment, the MSU staff has
achieved international recognition, which has enhanced its
effectiveness in conducting food security research and
disseminating the research results.

11. MSU itself has made a sustained long-term commitment to
international development in general, and to food security
in particular. This commitment is reflected by: (a) the
number of tenured and tenure-tracked faculty whose research
and recent experience have been on food security in African
countries; and (b) the number of masters and doctoral level
students who have been accepted into the program and for
whom special program approaches have been developed.
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B. Recommendations

A.I.D. and/or MSU should consider implementing nine
recommendations.
1. A.I.D. should support a follow-on project which addresses

food security issues through applied research and limited
technical assistance. The technical assistance should be
undertaken very selectively, primarily as a means of
diagnosing issues for investigation under longer-term
research activities and/or as a means of demonstrating the
policy application of the project's major research findings.

2. The follow-on project should continue to be responsive to
needs in sub-saharan Africa where food security problems
continue to be critical, not only in countries where work
has already been done but in other countries as well. The
follow-on project should also permit selective expansion to
other geographic regions because: (a) food security issues
are relevant to all regions; and (b) an expansion allows
for cross-regional comparative analysis of substantive
findings and methodological approaches. However, to ensure
that the quality of work achieved under the FSA project is
maintained, the follow-on project should be allocated
additional resources to accommodate the additional regions.

3. The follow-on project should be authorized for 10 years, in
recognition of the long-term nature of research and the
possibility of geographic expansion. A mid-term evaluation•should be undertaken at the end of the fourth year of the
project to determine whether or not changes in project
design are necessary and to allow such changes, if
necessary, to be implemented.

4. The follow-on project should be implemented by MSU. A.I.D.
has made a productive investment to develop a capability at
MSU to undertake food security research; and MSU's -joint
product/interim report- model has proven effective.
However, in view of the possibility that the follow-on
project may be geographically expanded beyond Africa and
substantively expanded beyond the current research themes
(see Recommendation 7.), a mechanism should be developed to
permit MSU to access specific geographic and substantive
expertise from other institutions.

5. A.I.D. project management of the follow-on project should
rest with S&T/RD. (The current system of co-management
would probably work well only as long as the number of
parties and regions involved in food security were small.)
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S&T should be responsible for forming and chairing an
inter-bureau technical committee comprised of
representatives of bureaus involved with the follow-on
project to help guide the direction of the project's
research.

6. MSU should: (a) write brief, cogent summaries of research
results supported under the follow-on project; and (b)
develop a mailing list and widely disseminate these
summaries throughout A.I.D. This is particularly important
in an organization which rotates people frequently, but
tends to operate in a tightly compartmentalized way.

7. The current research focus of the FSA project is
appropriate for the follow-on project. However, the
utility of the follow-on project would be enhanced by
giving more explicit attention to the relationship between
food security and: (a) food aid (which will be governed by
new legislation in 1991); (b) long-term measures to protect
the environment; (c) non-farm income generation; and (d)
the dynamics of production and consumption decisions within
households.

8. The follow-on project should embrace a broader
interpretation of -networking- by developing linkages
between itself and groups conducting related research on
health, nutrition, and population as well as on agronomic
research. This recognizes that the comparative adva~tage
of the project does not lie in the investigation of
determinants of nutritional status (health, sanitation,
feeding practices and beliefs) other than access to food.
It also permits the project's socio-economic findings to be
considered by technical agricultural research scientists
and by research groups in the areas of health, nutrition,
and population.

9. The follow-on project should continue to develop local
capacity for policy research and analysis, but with a
greater emphasis on awarding research assistantships to
women from participating countries.
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ANNEX A

Persons Interviewed

Agency for International Development
A. Science and Technology Bureau

William Douglass, Chief, S&T/RD/RRD
Michael Yates, S&T/RD/RRD
Norge Jerome, Director, S&T/N
Chris Brown, S&T/AGR
Frank Alejandro, S&T/POGene Chiavaroli, Deputy Assistant Administrator, S&T

B. Africa Bureau
Judy Gilmore, Deputy Director, AFR/TR
Tom Hobgood, AFR/TR/ANR
patricia O'Brien-Place, AFR/TR/ANR
Tim O'Hare, AFR/TR/ANR
Jay Smith, AFR/DP/PAR
Emmy Simmons, AFR/DP/PPE
Kim Finan, AFR/SA
Fred Zobrist, AFR/SA
Ron Daniel, AFR/SWA/REGL
James Walsh, AFR/SWA/REGLRosemary Depp, former Program Officer, USAID/Rwanda
Michael Fuchs-Carsch, former ADO, USAID/Rwanda

C. Other
Torn Marchione, FVA/PPM
John Flynn, ENE/TR/ARD
Alan Hurdus, APRE/TR/ARD
Ray Waldron, LAC/DR/RD
Don Anderson, former project Manager of FSA project
curt Reintsma, former project Manager of FSA project

Michigan state University
A. Department of Agricultural Economics

Lester Manderscheid, Chairman
Michael Weber, project Director
Richard Bernsten
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Eric Crawford
Carl Eicher
James Oehmke
James Shaffer
John Staatz

B. Department of Economics
Carl Leidholm
Don Mead

c. Other Professional Staff
David Wiley, Director, African Studies Center
Kim Wilson, Deputy Director, Institute for InternationalAgriculture
Dr. Haggerty, Chairman, Department of Food Science andNutrition
Margaret Beaver
Chris Wolf

D. African Graduate Students
Niama Nango Dembele (Mali)
Maria Nita Dengo (Mozambique)
Aliou Diagne (Senegal)
Daniel Karanja (Kenya)
David Makanda (Kenya)
Mywish Maredia (India)
Naomi Ngwira (Malawi)
Joseph Rusike (Zimbabwe)
Kapola Sipula (Zambia)
Augustin Zvinavashe (Zimbabwe)

E. u.S. Graduate Students
Charles Chopak
Lisa Daniels
Julie Howard
Patricia Kampmann
Nick Minot
Lisa Schwartz
Jim Stearns
Philip Steffen
David Tschirley
Jennifer Wehl
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Non-A.I.D. and Non-MSU
A. International Food policy Research Institute (IFPRI)

Harold Alderman
Chris Delgado
Neville Edirisinghe
Eileen Kennedy
Joachim von Braun

B. World Bank
Bob Christenson
Andrew Spurling

C. Other
David Sahn, Cornell Universsity
Mandivamba Rukuni, Dean of Agriculture, University of

zimbabweTobias Takavarasha, Deputy Secretary; Ministry of Lands,
Agriculture, and Rural Resettlement; Government of
zimbabwe
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ANNEX B

Papers Reviewed

Agency fo~ International Development. Alternative Rural
De~~lopment strategies Project Paper Amendment, 1984.

:~operdtive Agreement for the Food Security in
Africa Project, 1984.

Amani, H.K.R.; and S.M. Kapunda. -Agricultural Market Reform
in Tanzania: The Restriction of Private Traders and its
Impact on Food Security.- in M. Rukuni, G. Mudimu and
T.S. Jayne (eds). Food Security Policies in the SADCC
Region. Proceedings of the Fifth Annual Conference on
Food Security Research in Southern Africa, October
16-18, 1989. University of Zimbabwe/Michigan State
University Food Security Research in Southern Africa
Project, Department of Agricultural Economics and
Extension, University of Zimbabwe, Harare, 1990.

Amani, H.K.R.; S.M. Kapunda; N.H.I. Lipumba; and B.J. Ndulu.
-Effects of Market Liberalization on Food Security in
Tanzania.- in M. Rukuni and R.H. Bernsten (eds). Food
Securit Policies in the SDACC Re ion. Proceedings~
the Third Annual Conference on Foo Security Rese~rch in
Southern Africa. University of Zimbabwe/Michigan State
University Food Security Research in Southern Africa
Project, Department of Agricultural Economics and
Extension, University of Zimbabwe, Harare.

Asefa, Sisay. -Managing Food Security Action Programs in
Botswana,- 1989.

in African
of

Daniels, Lisa, et.al. -Assessment of Agricultural Research:
Ex-Post,~x-Ante, and Needed Methodologies,- 1990.

________ . -The Impact of Agricultural Research: A Review of
the Ex-Post Assessment Literature with Implications forAfrica,- 1990.

D'Agostino, V.; and J.M. Staatz. -Food Security and Growth in
the Sahel: A Summary of the September 1989 Cereals
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Workshop,- 1989.
de Frahan, Bruno Henry. The Effects of Interactions Between

Technology, Institutions, and policy on the potential
Returns to Farming Systems Research in Semi-Arid
Northeastern Mali.- Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation,
1990.

Dembe1e, Nango; and J.M. Staatz. -Impact of Regional Cereals
Trade on Food Security in west Africa,- September 1989.

Dembele, Nango; John Staatz; and Johnny Egg. -Cereal Market
Information systems: The Experience of Mali.- Paper
presented at the CILSS/Club du Sahel Conference on
Cereals Market Information systems in the Sahel.
Bamako, Mali, April 23-25, 1990.

Dione, Josue. -Food Security policy Reform in Mali and the
Sahel.- Paper presented at the International Economic
Association IXth World Congress. Athens, Greece, August
28 - September 1, 1989.

Elargissement des Espaces d'Echanges et
Stabilization des Marches Alimentaires du Sahel. paper
presented at a seminar on L'Avenir de l'Agriculture des
pays du Sahel: Ensengnements et perspectives
Economiques. Montpellier, September 12-14, 1990 ..

-policy Dialogue, Market Reform and Food Security in
Mali and the Sahel.- in M. Rukuni, G. Mudimu and T.S.
Jayne (eds). Food Security policies in the SADCC
Region. proceedings of the Fifth Annual Conference on
Food Security Research in Southern Africa, October
16-18, 1989. Univeristy of Zimbabwe/Michigan State
University Food Security Research in Southern Africa
Project, Department of Agricultural Economics and
Extension, University of Zimbabwe, Harare, 1990.

Eicher, Carl. -African Agricultural Development Strategies.-
in F. stewart; S. Lall; and S. wange (eds). Alternative
Development Strategies in Africa. Macmillian,
forthcoming.

-Building African Scientific Capacity for
Agricultural Development.- Agricultural Economics, 1990.

sustainable Institutions for African Agricultural
Development, February 1989.

Goetz, stephan. -Food Security, Self-Sufficiency and Market
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Privatization in Senegal: An Analysis of Farmer
Behavior and policy Options." Draft Working Paper,
Michigan State University, 1990.

• Market Reforms, Food Security, and the Cash
------~Crop-Food Crop Debate in Southeastern Senegal.

Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, Michigan State
University, Department of Agricultural Economics, 1990.

• -Observations on Rural Self-Sufficiency and
------~prospects for Expanding Cereals Production in

Southeastern Senegal,- April 1988.
Goetz, Stephan, et.al. -An Analysis of Changes in Marketing

Institutions-and policy on Cereals Producers and
Marketing Agents in Southeastern Senegal,- 1988.

Jayne, Thomas S.; and Nicholas Minot. -Food Security policy
and the Competitivenessof Agriculture in the Sahel: A
Summary of the 'Beyond Mindelo' Seminar,- 1989.

Jayne, T.S.; M. Chisvo; S. Chigume; and C. Chopak. -Grain
Market Reliability, Access and Growth in Low-Potential
Areas of Zimbabwe: Implications for National and
Regional Supply Coordination in the SADCC Region.- in
M. Rukuni, G. Mudimu and T.S. Jayne (eds). Food
Security Policies in the SADCC Region. proceedings of
the Fifth Annual Conference on Food Security Research in
Southern Africa, October 16-18, 1989. University of
Zimbabwe/Michigan State University Food Security
Research in Southern Africa Project, Department of
Agricultural Economics and Extension, University of
Zimbabwe, Harare, 1990.

Jayne, T.S.; M. Chisvo; B. Hedden-Dunkhorst; and S. Chigume.
-Unravelling Zimbabwe's Food Insecurity Paradox:
Implications for Grain Marketing Reform.- Paper
presented at the National Consultative Workshop on Food
and Nutrition Policy, Nyanga, Zimbabwe, July 16-17, 1990.

Johnston, Bruce; Ernesto Lucas; and Michael Yates. Food
Security in Africa (931-1190): A Mid-Term EviIUition,
1988.

Kandoole, B.; B. Kaluwa; and S. Buccola. -Market
Liberalization and Food Security in Malawi.- in M.
Rukuni and R. Bernsten (eds). Southern Africa: Food
Security policy Options. proceedings of the Third
Annual Conference on Food Security Research in Southern
Africa, November 1-5, 1988. University of
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Zimbabwe/Michigan state University Food Security
Research Project, Department of Agricultural Economics
and Extension, Harare, 1988.

Kandoole, B.; B. Kaluwa; and P. Heisey. -Improving Household
Food Security: Interaction Between Technology,
Marketing and Trade.- in M. Rukuni, G. Mudimu and T.S.
Jayne (eds). Food Security policies in the SADCC
Region. proceedings of the Fifth Annual Conference on
Food Security Research in Southern Africa, October
16-18, 1989. Univeristy of Zimbabwe/Michigan state
University Food Security Research in Southern Africa
Project, Department of Agricultural Economics and
Extension, University of Zimbabwe, Harare, 1990.

Kingsbury, David. An Analysis of Price and Non-Price Barriers
to Agricultural Marketing and Trade in Southern Africa,
1989.

Kin~sbury, David; Joseph Rusike; and Kupikile Mlambo.
-Agricultural Marketing and Trade in Southern Africa:
summary Field Report,- January 1989.

Loveridge, scott; Surge Rwamasirabo; and Michael Weber.
-Selected Research Findings From Rwanda that Inform
policy Themes in Southern Africa.- in G. Mudimu and
R.H. Bernsten (eds). Household and National Food
Security in Southern Africa. proceedings of the,Fourth
Annual Conference on Food Security Research in Southern
Africa, October 31 - November 3, 1988. University of
Zimbabwe/Michigan State University Food Security
Research Project, Department of Agricultural Economics
and Extension, Harare, 1989.

Loveridge, Scott. -Uses of Farm and Market Survey Data to
Inform Food Security policy in Rwanda.- Kigali,
Rwanda: Ministere de l'Agriculture de l'Elevage et
Forets, Service des Enquetes et des Statistiques
Agricoles, n.d.

Martin, F.; and E. Crawford. -The Role of Price Incentives in
Developing Sahelian Agriculture: The Case of Senegal,-
1989.

Mbwanda, C.; and D. Rohrbach. -Small Grain Markets in
Zimbabwe: The Food Security Implications of National
Market policy,- in G. Mudima and R. Bernsten, Household
and National Food Security in Southern Africa, 1989.

Morris, Michael. -Rice Marketing in the Senegal River valley:
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Research Findings and Policy Reform Options," 1987.
Msukwa, Louis A.H. "Nutrition strategies in Malawi." in M.

Rukuni, G. Mudimu and T.S. Jayne (eds). Food Security
policies in the SADCC Region. proceedings of the Fifth
Annual Conference on Food Security Research in Southern
Africa, October 16-18, 1989. Univeristy of
Zimbabwe/Michigan state University Food Security
Research in Southern Africa Project, Department of
Agricultural Economics and Extension, University of
Zimbabwe, Harare, 1990.

Mudimo, G.; C. Chopak; S. Chigume; J. Govereh; and R.
Bernsten. "Household Income, Food Production and
Marketing in Low-Rainfall Areas of Zimbabwe: status,
Constraints and Opportunities." in M. Rukuni, G. Mudimu
and T.S. Jayne (eds). Food Security Policies in the
SADCC Region. Proceedings of the Fifth Annual
Conference on Food Security Research in Southern Africa,
October 16-18, 1989. Univeristy of Zimbabwe/Michigan
State University Food Security Research in Southern
Africa Project, Department of Agricultural Economics and
Extension, University of Zimbabwe, Harare, 1990.

Rohrbach, David. The Economics of Smallholder Maize Production
in Zimbabwe: Implications for Food security, 1989.

Rubey, Lawrence; John Staatz; and Michael Weber. "Targ~ting
Consumer Food subsidies and the Role of U.s. Food Aid
Programming in Africa." Report of a workshop sponsored
by the Food for Peace and Voluntary Assistance Bureau,
A.I.D./Washington, November 21, 1989.

Rukuni, Mandivamba; and Carl Eicher. "The Food Security
Equation in Southern Africa," 1987.

Rukuni, Mandivamba; Godfrey Mudimu; and Thomas S. Jayne (eds).
Food Securit Policies in the SADCC Re ion. proceedings
of the Fl t Annua Con erence on Foo Security Research
in Southern Africa, October 16-18, 1989. University of
Zimbabwe/Michigan State University Food Security
Research in Southern Africa Project. [Also, proceedings
volumes for the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th annual conferences on
food security research in southern Africa.]

Rusike, Joseph. -Trader Perceptions of Constraints on
Expanding Agricultural Input Trade Among Selected SADCC
Countries," August 1989.

staatz, John. "The Role of Market Conditions in Influencing
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the Adoption of New Agricultural Technologies in Mali,·
1989.

staatz, John; Josue Dione; and Nango Dembele. -Cereals Market
Liberalization in Mali.- World Development. 17:5, 1989.

staatz, John; L. Rubey; P. steffen; and s. Sundberg. -The
Scope for Targeted Consumer Food subsidies in Mali.-
Michigan state University, Department of Agricultural
Economics staff Paper No. 89-116, 1989.

staatz, John; Victoire d'Agostino; and Shelly Sundberg.
"Measuring Food Security in Africa: Conceptual,
Empirical and policy Issues.- Paper presented at the
Annual Meetings of the American Agricultural Economics
Association and the Canadian Agricultural Economics and
Farm Management Society, Vancouver, B.C., August 4-8,
1990.

Sundberg, Shelly. -An Overview of the Food Consumption and
Nutrition Situation in Mali.- Report submitted to
USAID/Bamako, Mali, 1988.

Tefft, James F., et.al. "Research Methods in the MSU Food
Security in-Africa Project: Conceptualizing and
Implementing policy Relevant Studies,- 1990.

Weber, Michael T., et. ale -Training Materials: Food Security
Research DesIgn and Data Analysis Short Course."
(draft), January 29, 1990.

Weber, Michael; and T. Jayne. -Food Security and its
Relationship to Technology, Institutions, policies, and
Human Capital,- n.d.

Weber, Michael; John staatz; John Holtzmann; Eric Crawford; and
Richard Bernsten. -Informing Food Security Decisions in
Africa: Empirical Analysis and policy Dialogue.-
American Journal of Agricultural Economics. 70:5,
December 1988.

Wehelie, yassin. -The Effects of policy Adjustment on Food
Security in Somalia: The Case of Maize and Sesame in
the Shabelle River Valley,- September 1989.
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ANNEX C

Michitan state universit~:A Case 0 Predominant Capabllity

The March 1988 Mid-term Evaluation reported that W(t)he
principal and unanimous conclusion of the evaluation team is
that the project is successfully addressing its objectives, and
doing so in an efficient and cost-effective manner.w After an
additional 30 months, the evidence of success is even more
impressive.
Although much has already been accomplished, it is more
important to emphasize that the objectives of the project are
being achieved: developing human resources and strengthening
capacity are long-term, time-consuming processes. A.I.D. 's
past investments in this project have created a valuable
resource that is continuing to yield high returns. This Final
Evaluation helps to clarify the main reasons why this project
is having such a high payoff.
The distinctive features of the project that have made it so
cost-effective can be summed up in terms of wfour C'sw:
commitment, continuity, critical mass, and collaborative
research and-analysis.

A. Commitment

MSU's commitment to research and training related to problems
of agricultural and rural development in Third World countries
dates from the beginning of u.s. foreign assistance programs in
the 1950s. The special commitment of the Department of
Agricultural Economics dates from the early 1960s when
Professor Glenn Johnson, followed by Professor Carl Eicher,
served as directors of a newly established Economic Development
Institute in Nigeria. Quite remarkably, that commitment has
continued to the present, as reflected in part by the fact that
some 12 different graduate and undergraduate courses,
benefiting both u.s. and foreign students, are taught by MSU
faculty involved with the FSA project. That commitment was
affirmed most recently in WA strategic Plan for Excellence in
MSU's Department of Agricultural Economicsw (June 1, 1990).
One of the four departmental goals for the 1990s is Wto
continue to serve as the lead department in the University in
international research, training and institution-building in
the Third World.w The Department is currently recruiting for
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tenure track positions in International Agricultural
Development and Agricultural Trade and policy to add new talent
to the already strong core team of tenured faculty -- Weber,
Eicher, Shaffer, Crawford, Bernsten, Oehmke, and Staatz.

B. continuity

The continuity is evident by the way in which MSU has not only
sustained but strengthened its position as the leading
institution in the u.s. (and in the world) that has focused on
training and research related to the food and agricultural
problems of sub-Saharan Africa. This continuity and the high
quality of the MSU program bas made it possible to recruit
faculty and graduate students with the professional and
personal qualifications essential for the success of projects
such as the FSA project. It is noteworthy that the degree
training at MSU that has been such an important ingredient in
the success of the project has been financed mainly from other
sources of funding -- including A.I.D.'S bilateral programs for
graduate training and other donors such as the Rockefeller and
Kellogg foundations. Field work and other research by MSU
graduate students has, of course, been funded by the project,
but it was largely because MSU is recognized as a leading
center for training and research on African development
problems that high calibre graduate students were available for
those assignments.
Much of the success of the project is due to the high quality
research carried out by graduate students serving as in-country
researchers. This has been an extremely cost-effective
approach to supporting research and training in host countries,
but its success has depended critlcally on the availability of
first-rate graduate students.

C. Critical Mass

The critical mass represented by the tenured core group of
Bernsten, Crawford, Eicher, Oehmke, Shaffer, staatz, and Weber
(now augmented by Thomas Jayne, David Tschirley, and J.B.
Wyckoff) has also been essential to the success of the
project. The group has been sufficiently strong and large that
it has attracted outstanding graduate students and has provided
extremely valuable backstopping for their in-country
researchers in addition to fulfilling their teaching and other
faculty responsibilities at MSU. There have also been
significant economies of scale and specialization associated
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with having a critical mass. A strong administrative unit and
a talented Project Director (Weber) has enabled other members
of the core team to concentrate more fully on their research
and teaching. The Department of Agricultural Economics has
also drawn on the services of three departmental computer
specialists who have made a notable contribution to the
effective use of computer hardware and software in the
project's research and training activities. This is another
important dimension of MSU's ·critical mass.·

D. Collaborative Research and Analysis

Finally, and most important though most intangible, has been
the emphasis on collaborative research and analysis. A
striking feature of the research carried out under the project
is the extent to which it has been a collaborative effort
between faculty and graduate students, including an impressive
number of nationals of the host countries.
project staff have invested considerable time in coordinating
FSA research and in-service training with A.I.D. bilateral
training activities. A.I.D.'S investment in graduate training
is enhanced substantially when students'are associated with the
FSA project and its in-country research activities. Their
graduate training tends to be more meaningful and relevant to
conditions in their horne country, and on their return they are
more likely to be integrated into work that will make good use
of the knowledge and skills that they have acquired.
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ANNEX D

Frequency Distribution of USAID Responses
to Evaluation Questionnaire

A questionnaire was sent to the 10 A.I.D. field missions in
Africa where the project had been, or was being, implemented,
as well as to REDSO/ESA and the Club du Sahel. Eight of the
possible 12 entities (67 percent) responded: Malawi, Mali,
Mozambique, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania, Zimbabwe, and
REDSO/ESA. (In the case of Somalia, the response was from the
Agriculture Development Officer in the u.S. who had backstopped
the FSA project in 1986-88.) This annex summarizes responses
to the questionnaire. Actual responses are attached.

A. Project Impact and Relevance

1. Who benefited from the project's research?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

USAID
Host country
Other donors
Other researchers
Private sector entities
Regional institutions
NO opinion

4 (50')
5 (63')
5 (63')
3 (38')
1 (13')
5 (63')
1 (13')

2. How useful was the project to USAID/host country?
a.
b.

very useful
Moderately useful
Not useful
Not sure because:

3 (38')
2 (25')° ( 0')° ( 0')c.

d.
i. research still in process
ii. impact not evident
iii. persons knowledgeable of

the project not around
e. No opinion 3 (38')

3. what have been the most important accomplishments of the
project to date? Please be as specific as possible.
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USAID responses include the following: training of host
country policy analysts; increased awareness and understanding
of food security issues; initiation of a system in which
serious analysis is part of the policy-making process; creation
of an improved data base; and development of a model for
national public information system; (see also attached
individual questionnaire responses).

4. What has been the most significant impact of the project?
Please be as specific as possible.
USAID responses include the following: increase in the

number of quality policy analysts; facilitation of debate on
the role of the private sector in marketing; documentation of
farmer, trader and household responses to policy,
institutional, and technological interventions; and development
of a climate for data-based decision making; (see also
attached individual questionnaire responses).

5. What factors contributed to the accomplisn-ents and impact
listed above? (Assign 838 to factors which have made a
MAJOR contribution; 828 to factors which have made a
MODERATE contribution; and 818 to factors which have made
LITTLE or NO contribution.)
a. Quality of research and analysis

3=3 (50%) 2=3 (50%) 1=0 ( 0%)

b. Involvement of host country analysts
3=5 (83%) 2=1 (17%) 1=0 ( 0%)

c. Project's capacity-building (training) program
3=2 (50%) 2=1 (25%) 1=1 (25%)

d. Dissemination/articulation of research findings
3=2 (40%) 2=2 (40%) 1=1 (20%)

e. Ability to provide information in a timely .anner
3=2 (33%) 2=3 (50%) 1=1 (17%)

f. Ability to identify issues .ost important to
decision-makers

3=2 (40%) 2=3 (60%) 1=0 ( 0%)

g. Ability to provide institutional support, such as
computers, software, vehicles, etc.

3=3 (50%) 2=3 (50%) 1=0 ( 0%)
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other Building of a critical mass of trained
researchers/analysts

No opinion 2 (25')

6. Did the project's research generate ·new· knowledge
(defined as information not previously known to or used by
USAID or the host country)?
a.
b.
c.

yes
No
NO opinion

5 (63')o ( 0')
3 (37')

7. If the answer to question No.6 is ·yes·, in what areas was
·new· knowledge generated?
USAID responses include the following: marketing, price

information system, interaction between technology, cash crops,
and food security; and role of price incentives in a food
security strategy; (see also attached individual questionnaire
responses).

8. Of the areas listed in question No.7, which ones made the
greatest difference to USAID/host country programs and
projects?
All the areas listed above.

9. How effectively did the project's research respond to
USAID'S information/analytical needs?
a.
b.

very effective
Moderately effective
unresponsive
NO opinion

2 (24')
3 (38')o ( 0')
3 (38')c.

d.

10. How effectively did the project's research respond to the
host country's information/analytical needs?

a.
b.

very effective
Moderately effective
unresponsive
No opinion

3 (381)
2 (241)
o ( 0')
3 (381)c.

d.
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11. How were the project's research results used by USAID?

a.
b.

c.
d.
e.

To inform development of USAID program
strategy

To identify/design project or non-project
assistance

To improve project/program implementation
To identify/track project/program impact
To inform policy dialogue with host

government
To inform dialogue/interactions with other

donors
Other: To inform AID/W
Research results were not used
No opinion

2 (25')
2 (25')
3 (38')
2 (25')
5 (63')
2 (25')
1 (13')° ( 0')3 (38')

12. How were the project's research results used by host
country?
a. To formulate new food security policy 2 (25')
b. To amend existing policy 3 (38')
c. To improve policy implementation 2 (25')
d. To strengthen public sector performance 1 (13')
e. To strengthen private sector performance 2 (25')
f . at her: Not sure 1 (13')
g. Research results were not used ° ( 0')
h. NO opinion 3 (.38')

f.
g.
h.
i .

13. How can the project's research be made more useful/relevant
to host country and USAID? (Assign -3- to factors which
will contribute MOST to improving usefulness; -2- to
factors which will make a MODERATE contribution; and -1-
to factors which will make LITTLE OR NO contribution.)
a. By increasing level of host country involvement in

research design, implementation, and analysis
3=3 (50') 2=3 (50') 1=0 ( 0')

b. By improving timeliness of generating research
results

3=2 (40') 2=3 (60%) 1-0 ( 0')
c. By improving quality of research outputs/analysis

3=2 (50') 2=0 ( 0') 1-2 (50')
d. By improving research design

3=3 (43') 2=1 (14') 1=3 (43')
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•
e. By improving dissemination of research findings

3=2 (33%) 2=4 (67%) 1=0 ( 0%)
f. By improving articulation/presentation of research

findings/recommendations
3=0 ( 0%) 2=4 (80%) 1=1 (20%)

g. By improving selection/identification of research
issues/topics

3=1 (20\) 2=3 (60%) 1=1 (20%)

h. Other
3=0 ( 0%) 2=0 ( 0%)

2 (25%)
1=0 ( 0%)

i . NO opinion:

14. Has the project helped to strengthen host country/regional
capability to design and undertake food security
research/analysis?
a.
b.

yes
NO
Don't know
Too soon to tell

5 (63%)° ( 0%)3 (37%)° ( 0%)
c.
d.

If answer is wbw, wcw, or wdw please move to question NO. 16.

15. What factors contributed to the development/strengthening
of local capacity to undertake food security research and
analysis? (Assign w3w to factors that made a MAJOR
contribution; w2w to factors that made a MODERATE
contribution; and -1- to factors that made LITTLE or NO
contribution.)
a. By involving host country research institutions and/or

host government entities
3=4 (80\) 2=0 ( 0') 1=1 (20')

b. By providing research assistantships to host country
graduate students

3=3 (75') 2=1 (25') 1=0 ( 0\)
c. Through on-the-job training programs

3=1 (25') 2=2 (50') 1=1 (25')
d. Through seminars, workshops, and conferences

3=3 (60') 2-2 (40') 1=0 ( 0\)
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e. Through publications
3=2 (50%) 2=1 (25%) 1=1 (25%)

f. other (specify)
3=0 ( 0%) 2=0 ( 0%) 1=0 ( 0%)

g. No opinion: 2 (25%)

16. Has the project contributed to the achievement of
sustainable institutional changes?
a . Yes 2 (25%)
b. No 1 (12%)
c. Too soon to tell 3 (38%)
d. Not sure 0 ( 0%)
e. No opinion 2 (25')

17. This project includes a sub-regional approach to
undertaking food security research (in addition to
country-level research). In your opinion, did the
sub-regional approach enhance or hinder the utility of
research at the country level?
a. Enhanced 5 (63%)
b. Hindered 0 ( 0%)
c. Did not significantly

affect it 1 (12')
d. Don't know 2 (25')

18. Has the project effectively disseminated research results?

a. Yes 3 (38')
b. No 0 ( 0')
c. Not sure 3 (38')
d. NO opinion 2 (25')

B. Research Quality

1. How do you assess the quality of research/analysis produced
by the project?
a. High
b. Medium
c. LOW
d. Variable
e. No opinion

4 (50')
1 (12')° ( 0')
1 (12')
2 (25')
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2. What factors affected the quality of research produced by
the project? (Assign "3" to factors which had a MAJOR
effect; "2R to factors which had a MODERATE effect; and
RIR to factors which had LITTLE or NO effect.)
a. Quality of MSU staff assigned to project

3=4 (67%) 2=1 (17%) 1=1 (17%)
b. Quality of local staff involved in project

3=6 (86%) 2=1 (14%) 1=0 ( 0%)
c. Degree of collaboration between MSU and local

researchers
3=3 (60%) 2=1 (20%) 1=1 (20%)

d. Appropriateness/relevance of research topics
3=4 (67%) 2=1 (17%) 1=1 (17%)

e. other
3=0 ( 0%) 2=0 ( 0%)

2 (25%)
1=0 ( 0')

f. No opinion

3. To what extent did the quality of research affect
acceptance and utilization of the project's outputs?

a.
b.

It was a major factor
Made no difference
Not sure
No opinion

3 (38')° (0')3 (38')
2 (24')c.

d.

c. Project Management and Implementation

1. Do you have comments on MSU'S management of the project?

a.
b.

No
yes

2 (26')
6 (74')

comments on MSU's management include: high quality; close
follow up; professional and efficient; effective in keeping all
involved A.I.D parties informed; excellent technical and
logistical backstopping; and tended to over-control; (see also
attached individual questionnaire responses).
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2. Do you have comments on A.I.D./W'S management of the
project?
a.
b.

Noyes
3 (38')
5 (62')

comments on A.I.D./W'S management include: conscientious
and efficient; generally competent, timely, and responsive;
excellent backstopping both technically and logistically; S&T's
support has been beneficial to the project; and generally
-hands off-I (see also attached individual questionnaires).

3 • Did the project impose a heavy management burden on USAID?
a. No 4 (50')
b. Yes 1 (12')
c. No opinion 3 (38')

4 • If answer to question No. 3 is wbw, can A.I.D./W help to
reduce the management burden on USAID?
a. No 1 (12')

Mission comment: Although the project imposes a heavy
management burden on the mission (USAID/Mali), there is nothing
AID/W can do because USAID has chosen to accept the burden
given the importance of the project to the mission.)

b. Yes ° ( 0')

5. What have been the most significant problems (management,
implementation, and/or technical) encountered in carrying
out the project? Please specify.
Missions with comments
No opinion

4 (50')
4 (50')

comments include: lack of local collaboration; difficulty
in sustaining the capacity developed by the project; small size
of MSU staff vis-a-vis demand; long delay in fielding a
long-term advisor (in Zimbabwe); and distance, difficulties in
communications, and lack of stability in (the Somali)
government; (see also attached individual questionnaire
responses).
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D. Implications for the Future

1. Should a centrally-managed follow-on food security project
be supported, and why?
a. Yes 5 (63\)

Reasons given include: importance of food security as a
development issue; effectiveness of the project in providing
policy-relevant information and in bringing (SADCC) researchers
together; and level of activity in this area will drop without
some central seed money; (see also attached individual
questionnaire responses).

b. No 1 (13\)

Reason given include: (Food security) does not fit within
Mission's (USAID/Tanzania) priority programs·.

c. No opinion 2 (24\)

2. If a follow-on food security project were supported, should
that follow-on activity continue to be research oriented?
a. Yes 2 (25')

b. NO, it should: 4 (50')

i. include technical assistance on a
50%-50% basis

ii. include some amount of technical
assistance (less than 50%)

iii. be primarily technical assistance
(more than 50%)

iv. be 100% technical assistance
v. NO indication given of how much

technical assistance is preferred

2 (50')

2 (50\)

c. No opinion 2 (25\)

3. If a centrally-managed follow-on food security project with
a research component were supported, do you have
suggestions for substantive areas that should receive
priority attention?
a. NO 5 (64"
b. Yes (specify) 3 (38')
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suggestions include: effects of regional trade on food
security: approaches to take when technologies to increase
production are unable to keep up with population-induced land
degradation: and impact of marketing/market structures and
other policy constraints on household food security (see also
attached individual questionnaire responses).

4. If a decision were made to discontinue the S&T Bureau's
support for a follow-on food security project, what would
the effect be on USAID/host country?
Responses include: Missions may abondon wfood securityW

as a priority issue: it would be difficult to access combined
expertise in data collection, institution building, and a joint
production and consumption approach to food security problems,
which will remain critical in the years to come: there would be
much less quality policy analysis: not sure (Tanzania): and
none (Somalia).
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_ e. Appropriatene ••/relevanca at research topicsOther (8pacify) _

----------------------------.---._ ..• ' ---::..:..~'- _."
••••••. ~.. ." ., "" _c - ~ • _7 • ..a.t· ..••.••..• .•...•••••• 1 ••••••••• ~~illI~ _ "~",,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,3 •..To what extent die! the quality ot ra•• arch .ttact f"-~.:?'~"" ..~' -~~ :-"~ ...

acceptance and utilization of the project'. outputs? . -' ,
~ It was a major fact~r
~ Made no differenoe
e; Hot aura

c. PrQj'Ct M.nagamant and Impl••'nt.tiPD
1. Do you.hav. comments on MSU' •• anagement of the project?

~ No
~ Y ••

2. Do you have comm.nt. on AID/W'. manaqm.nt ot the project?

3. Did the project lmpo•• a heavy aanav •••nt bUrden on USAID?
a. NoC!P Y••

4. If an.war'to qu•• tiDn no. 3 .i. "b", can A.II.D./M halp to
reduce the ••na9a.an~ burden on USAID?

~.. Hoj we.. cJ.ose,. t/b tlC:CI!fi1- ~~ '6c~e,t4',s
'ir.' Y.. (spacify how) ~~~

DP;<__~---__--------------A~~
5. WhathaV~b~.:n-the lIO.t .t9llificant probl... Caana9...m:, ~~ ~
implementation, and/or technical) enoountared in carrying out ,~~
the praj.ct~1~~:~.·::::r~ .. of!: :s"·uIr2~~~~r4-.,.



-,..=... - - ,. ..• ,•...••... '-'- - -' ...• _:,; ...•
•

D. Implication. for tho Futur• --
1. Should a c.ntrally-manaqed--r,-- __~.,_~-:----...1.-.,.

3. If. centrally-manaqed follow-on tood .ecurity project with
a ra••arch oomponent vere supported, do you have .u;;e.tion8
tor .ub.~antiv.are •• that .hould receive priority attention?

a. ~.~'" l" ~<:!Y (spec i '1) '?'" "" ~

..**** ••• **••• *•• **** •••• *** ••••••• **.**** •••**** ••••••• ~ •••••• **

------------- .--------------- ----- - -_._.
..______ . _____. _______ . . . T9T~ _~!~ . ._.- -- -.
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IKORANDUM

10/15/eo

TO: Gloria St.ele, SlrT/~/MD, Food Security in Afrioa
?:QjeQt Oftioer
Carlos Puoual, Pretru Oft1oer. USAIO/Maputo

~PJi

I~ Security in Africa Project: !w.luation
Questionnaire

THRU

riOt

SUBJECT

All you noted in your cover memoreque.tinf USAlD/Maputo to
complete the qu •• tionnairl, our r•••aroh pr~am under thi.
projeot is ju.t now I.tt~ underway. Th. MSU I'Hichmt
r••• aroh.r arrivwd en Octocer f1~.t;the tir.t HSU team .ffort
will be,in Ootober 23rd. ,ett~ the r•••aroh unde~ with a
rapid appraiul in up-oountry areu WNIN the z-_uch PrclrUl
will focus fi.1d activit1 •• and aleo worktnl on or.-nizational
and coordination aetivit1as in Maputo. t~ MSU team will then
take a numb.: of MQI:ub1oanparticipants to the amual Harare
conference in November.
Our oonviotion, baled on Mozambique'. inter'lt and KSU'.
responsiveness to date, 11 that th1. projeot will p~ov~e
important •• ai.tanea to MozambiQue. However. we are unabl. to
till out tNt qu•• t1onnaire buad en axperi.,o.. W. oan only
OOllll8nt on: (1) the thorOUCh profe •• 1cnali.a, effioienoy, and ·
inter •• t demonstrated by KSUstaff in the ccur •• of planninl
r ••• aroh aotiv1ti •• uncleI'the pr~tot; and (2) the
oonscientiousne •• and .tticianev which you and Joan Atherton
dieplayc in helpi,nf to ,et tM f•••arch and anal.)'IIie proirUl
in HozambiQueund.~.

r '"

• - •• j
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UNCLASSIFIED
AGENCY FOR INT'L DEV

TELECOMMUNICATIONS CENTER
PAGE It
ACTION AID-II'

KIGALI 141~S 17U3tZ 7114 .a36~ AIOI]14 KIGALI .4tH 171431Z
SPEARP1AN

- - ---- ------ --- -------- -- ---- -._-_. - -- -- - --_. _._-- --_. - -- ---- -- - --
lCT I 011 OfF ICE Ull:!l.
INfO AHA-'l AfPO-" ArTIt-f!I AUF-'3 AF'E-f7 IlfA-'t sa$T-1t

GC-'I iCAF'-.l GCC"-'l ES-'I 'ItE-'3 ST'O-'I STFl-'l
STHR-'I STAG-12 PUE-'2 SEO'-.1 nOS-'2 S[R'-'l S£'W-'l
I"AD-'1 'RED-'l 1147 A' l7lf4.lZ

--_._.--_._---------_._._._ ...._----------------------------------
INfO lOG-" Af-N [I-II l-'3 Ifli W

------------------3.177. 171331Z 131
R 161231Z OCT U
F'P1 1~P1USSY III GALl
TO SECSTATE WASHOC~.n

UNCLlS KIGAli '4U~

AIOAC

fOR STIRD/RAD, GLORIA STEELE

E. O. 12lS6: N/A
SUBJECT: RWANDA- RES'OMSE TO FOOD SECURITY
QUESTI0••••• 1R£

REr: ST[ELE FAX TO C!tAWoao DATED SE'UNU 21, In.

I. .USAID REGRETS THAT IT CAN"OT RES'OND TO ST/RD/RltO'S
EVlLUATIOIl QUESTIOMUIItE FOR THE FOOD SECURITY III
AFRICA 'ROJECT.

2. THE RWANDAACTIVITIES UIIOER THE FOOD SECUItITY 1M
lfRICI COOP'ERATlff AGREENEMTWERE CLOSELY LINKED VITH
THE USAID-FUNDED AGRICULTURE sunus AIIO 'OlICY
AULYS I S PROJECT lAS' A" AMDWE 00 1I0T MOVNAVE •
SE'.UTE FlU 011 THESE ACTIVITIES. SINCE THESE
ACTIVITIES WERE CO""lET£O PRIOR TO THE ARRIVAL OF THE
CURRENT lOO, THE "I SS IOM CAllIIOT EFFECTI VELY AIIswn TNE
QUESTIONS POSED WITHOUT A 'ROttIIITIV[ MOUIIT Of
RESURCH I. THE FIlES.

3. .S 'OU ftA' IE AWAItE, '[1 STATE 3UU', THE
S I TUATI 01 II RVAIIDA1S EXTREItELY UISETTLED. SII,,:t
THUE liAS fIGITI.' IIITIlI. "IGALI, •••• , COIT•• CT
,tRSOlifEL IIAVI ItE. EVAtUaTED. TIIESE DE' •• 'UlES
IMCLUDn 'RU USSITU, TIlE CURIEIT TEC•• ICM. AD"S.
rOi as,., dO DAI CU', • SIIOIT-TUN COIISUlTMT FOI
TUT 'ItOJECT 'IOtt "ICIIIU. STAn .IVlISITY. ••• CU'
'aRTICIP'ATtD I. TIE rOOD "CUIITY IUU'CI ••••••••

•. UlfOlTUII.TtLY, USAI. 'MIlOT T•• TO TIl .VAIID••
sovn•••• t '01 ASSlstUCI II II~I. TO TIll
QU[$1101111A1R£. THE .VAII •• WO vas IUPOIISI.£ '01 TIE
'000 SEcalTY Inu.CI e"'''D OIT _. til c.lIATiVI
AGltUNlIT, SU •• vallASl •••• CTII .,lfeT. IF TIE
OIVISIOI DES STatlSTltuES MI.COUS), IS lOT ''''UkE
'01 COiSULTaTI.,

\. WIlLE usalD IS lOT AILE TO I£S'OID TO SPECIFICS OF
TIE FOGO stculln E'FOIT IIUE, •• 00 VISI TO POIIT OUT
lUT a tECUT _1.0 I ••• AGlICUl T.I IICT. ASSUSftEIIT
IEl lED QUITE IU.'LY 01 •• UIDUTAIE •••••• Till ,OGO
SECURITY C_£lATlft A8EE •• " II MIl" ITS CaSE F.
villOUS MI!CUlTUit UCT.'OLICY IEFOItIS. OF
'1I1ICUl" 518"IC_£ II TIIS IEGUO WAS T•• nu.c.
IY scon LOfUIDGE 011 TIE ••••• m •• OF IASIC staPLES
C. S. IEAIIS _ 'Olnutl. ••• LOVUIOGI'S IEUUCI

DEPtOItTIAT[D Tlat lVUDA lIAS lOT SEL'-SUFFICIEIT I.
ll1UE ClOPS, ••••• " Inll 'IU.D, AIIO TMUS LAID TIE
IAS'$ FOI TilE WORLDIAH'S AlG""'IT TUT lVAIIDA SlMD
ftOVf TOWARDS' -E OUTVAID lOOlI'" AGRI CUlTUII SECT•.

Ir ~~M I NG
TELEGRAM

78 1 4 '2 B3 65 A I 083&'
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'r~H ~ ~~ LStfH~A),
'000 SEOURITY IN AFRICA PRQJ2CT (9l1-1190),

IV~LUATION QU!ST~ONNArR£
i
,
,

A.
1.

iWho benetited trom the project's;recearch?
.x a. USAID i

b. Host country (specify) SOMALIA': MOA - b~~ter pr1~~_~nfor~~;on
..:ilie,r.wu:.gject funct; on ; n~.~ -+- .. _
c. Other donors (sPGcity) __ ~ . ...._,
d.-other researchers (specify) B~v Region A~M.llill.LOeve'2.Qment_ Proj~_ct researchers _ ~ . _
e. Privata sector entiti •• (sp.~lfy)_. _

f. Reqiona 1 1nsti tutions (speeuiy) ._--:-- ..._.-=--=, -.---
Row usetul was the project to USA~D/host countr.y?

Very useful
X b.· Moderately useful

Not usetul
d. Not sur. because:

1. research still in process
11. impact not evidp.nt ,

iil. p~rsonnal knowledgeable o~ the project no longer
around :

3. What hava be.n the most important!accomplishments of the
project to date? Please be as apec1ttc as posBible.
Left Somalia October 1987: Pr~v1ded Somalia agriculture officials better
understanding of market mechanics and a data ~ase with respect to price
fluctuation vs. government policy_ !

2.

.
4. What has b •• n the most Siqnitic~nJ impact of the project?
Please be as spacific as pocsible. i

ISupports free market policy as a means to encpurage product;on .

" ," .,. _ 4 _ .'"1 " , 4 .-. , • ~ .... ,-
....•,_,•• 1 .-. -. • l' .-, •

r". _, ~
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5. What factors contributed to the ~ccompli9hmarlts and impact
listed above? (Assign "3" to factors which have made a )(~JOR
contribution; "2" to f~ctors which have made a MODERATI
contribution1 and "1" to factors whibh have mada LITtLE or NOcontribution.) f

I3 a , Quality of research and analj'Sis_J __h. Involvement ot nost country analysts
? c. Project's capacity-bulldinq (train1nq) program
? d. Dissemination/articulation of research findings

__?__ c. Ability to provide 1ntormat1~n in a tJmcly manner
? f. Ability to identity issues mQst important todecision~makers I

3 q. Ability to provide institutional support, such asCO'input.era, software, vehicles, etc·. ,
~
I

Other (speci fy) ------t--'--a--- _. ._._._
~--.-----.....•.•.~ -----. _ ...------._---

----- '---'-~-----~.-.............-.. - .... --,.. -.--~-
-----.---------------!!-------~, -~-,.-~.---------- -"'''- ---

'-------- -----~;--------
J6. Did the project's rQsearch generate "new" knoWledge

(defined as information not prev10usiy known to or us~d byUSAID or the host country)? ~

----------.. •.....~

-----......--..--.-,---

a·19 h. No J

!
I7. If the anSWAr to question no. 6 is "yes", in what areas was

"new" knowledge qenerated? .fur ket area prj ce jnfor'!!~.t!.Q!L.fors tr~teg.i E.
llOps. especjal]\( s.Qrghum _.--L-__ -_.u ...._

I _. _'-----=±=.__._-----..-._-------------_. I~...--.------...--...-.-..-·_._. "...~-~---~--------~----,--- '----------- --_ ....-..... .•. ,- --.
8. Of the areas listed in queation nb. 7, which ones made thegreatest difference to USAID/host couhtry p'rograms and
projects? COmmodj~av!l!!.b.i.!&.relevant.' esp!£falry ..!~~~...£.!..~~i~L._
.i.!m10!.J~f1!!..resl!etLto PL4~ L _. ._ .... _,-_._-_._ ...._._-- -.-.I'----- ..----r-- ---.--_ ..._--.-.----------------------------.._--- ..._----
....~~ ..-·-------------'--~I--....-~ --~._.......--....__~_
9. How effectively did tho project'a!r.se~rChUSAIO's lnlormation/ftnalytical n••ds?~

\

a. Very eUective (J) Moderately +ttacttve

10. How etfectively did th~ project'i rese~reh
host country's 1ntormation/analytical noede?

•
fl',() VQ"r'l .ffective b. Moderately .trective
c« (S-) ;

c. UnreApon~iVQ
respond to the

c. UnreRponsivQ



t_1 ,_ , - ~ ~ - ;;:a •.~, I I I...J '1

- ) ..
11. How were the-project'. research:reeults usod by USAIo?

a. To intorm development ot USAID program strategy
To identify/design project Qr non-project assistance
To improve project/pro9~am tmplementation
To identify/track project/proqram impact
To inform PQlicy dialogue with host government
To inform dialogue/interact1ons with otheredonor9
Other (sp.cify)J., .....probably wi,th respect_~~~~ ..;__ .__

b.
c.

9·
-- -----------~----h. Research results were not UQQ~.

!
i

12. How ~8ra the projoct's research iresult. us.d by hO$tcountry? I,
i

a. To tormulate new food security policy
b. To amend existing policy i
c. To improve policy implemsntation
d. To stren9thon public sector performanoe
e. To strengthen private Gector performance
f. Other (speciUy) i= _-=-- __ -=----

'9· Research results were not us~d.
i

13. How can the projoct'a research b~ made more useful/relovant
to host country and US'AID? (Assiqn It3" to factors which will
contt'ibute HOST to improvlnq usetulnes.; "2" to faotors which
will make a HODtRATI contribution;' and "1" to factors whichwill make LITTLB OR NO contribution.)
_L_a. By incr.as1nq l.~el of host ~ountry !nvolv~~ent in
r.searc~ des1qn, implementation, and analysis.
--Lb. By improving tim.li.ness ot generatinq rcse"rch results.__ l-c. By improving quality of research outputs/analysis.
_.~d. ay improving research desi9ni--1-e. By improvinq dissemination of research tind1n9s.
_..J...f. By improving articulation/pt'4sentation of researchfindings/recommendations. !
---'-9- 8y 1xnprov1ng selection/ident~tication ot res.archissues/topics ~
__ h. Ot.her (speclfy) _

----.. -_.L_-:=--=----::_-__.=-.~=.-=-_.,
14. Has the project helped to str.ngthen host country/regional
capab11ity to design and undortake tclOd security
rcse~rch/analysi.? •

a. 'ies b. No (j) Don't kn;ow· d. Too soon to tell

If antlWer is "b", "c", or tid" please tnove on to quoRtion no. 16.,
i •15. What tactors contributed to the d.vGlopm~nt/.tren9thQnlnq

of local capacity to undQreake food .~ourity research and
analysis? (Assign "3" to factors th~t.mado a MAJOR

C~)

--------- -..--

..,.. ~. ----...-,._-

-_.•..._--- _._.-
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cot1trlbution; "2" to factors that made a MODERATE
Contribution; and ttllt to factors tha~ made LITTLE or NOcontribution.) 1

;

__ 4. By involving host country re~aarch institutions and/orhost qovernment entities. !
- __ b. By provldin9 r~6earch assi8t~nt~hipQ to host country9taduate students. i

•..._C. Through on-the-job training proqrama.
____d. Through se~inar., workshops,;and conterencos.
- .__8. Through pub l1cationa. ~
____ to Other (speo1tYl_ i __~-==--=-~-=--:-_

,
i16. Has the proj~ct contributed to. t~e achievement ofsustainable institutional changes? ·

a. 'i~s (specify hOW} .. .__ . ._

~O-·Government currently inisurv1Vai mode; coura-ran--'- .._-
~ T~o soon to tell
d. Not sure

17. This project includea a sUb-re9io~al approach to
undertaking food seeurity research (i~ addition to
country-level reSearch). In your opinion, did the sUb-regional
approa~h enhance or hinder the utility ot r•• earch &t the
COllntry 1eve 1? !

a. Enhaneed b. Hindered (£),Did not d. Don't. know
!s1qn1tic~ntly .
latfact it.~
i18. Hils tho project effectively d1S8eJbinated reaearch result,.?I

a. y~s b. No €2 Not SU~.

s. B~arch OUAli~

1. How do you assess the quality ot ~osear~h/analysis producQdby the project.?
Q Hiqh .

c. !.ow
(

I

2. What tactors aftocted the ~lallty ~r re&earch producod by
tha projeot? (Assign "3" to factors which had a KlUOR .tte~t;
·'2" to factors which had a MODIRA'l'1 effeotl and "lft tof.actors which h~d LITTL2 or NO ef!Gct.)

b. Medium

_l--a. Qu~lity ot MSU statf a8.i9n~d to project
-l.._b. Quality ot local statf involved in project--3_c. O~9reG of collaboration betweeb MSU and lo~al
r.sc,al"chou C 7) i

..-~-..--------,...-.-.
•, r T - 1 _ 0 l~t M 1~ •• J
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I
3. To what extent did the quality oi rosearch affect
aeceptanca and utilization of the pro~oct's outputs?

a. It ~3$ a major taotor
~ Made no difterancQc:;Y Not sure

----..~.-.~ - •....•.. -.

c. iAOjQct ~AgemQnt an~Plem.nta~ign
1. Do you have comments on MSU's man~qe~ent or the project?

a. No i
b. Yes (specify) Appropriate •.- fairly close follow-up, but fact

that student researchers were verygooa- and welrtFiougnt O"r··iJrqav~~nt
-ciIC1es ,ontribute(Ftnege;;ml posnlve coopera~'0i!"~~~r-c:m'~_.
---1l&st g.9..Y~ent. . . ,_

---------------------~--.~-~.~--.~--.-----
;2. Do you have comments on AID/W'. ma~a9ment of the project?

a. No ;
b. Yes (speoifY)_.J?retb much hands Offh

i---------------- ------~-------....•......-. ..•.•..••... ---.. .•. ~ ---.-
.-~ .•~ ..--.....- - ""- .-

'---------'------~---------.---..-... ....-. .. ..-. .-- - -..-,- ~----'--i-- ..._----.~..__..-~..~.,_~--.
-.o...__ ~ ~_. __.~ _~•..• ..,.....-.-. .-_

3. Did the project imposo'a heavy manaqement burden on USAID?
No
Yes

4. I f answer to question no. J ill lib", can A. 1. D./W help to
roduee the manag.ment burden on USAJO? ;

,
a. No
b. Yes Cspacity !\oW) .__ .., ._._ .. _

----- ---------------------.......---.-.....--.. ••••••• -~,-----~--.--.........-..-.'-- - •••••• ~ ·~a • .-.,_

5. What have bOen tho moat 81gnitlcant'problems (management,impl~mentation, and/or technical) encountered 1n carrying out
the project? Please .poeitY._ ..JlisUnsa:. $ommun;.ill.;.M...!9!Lla~toL._s.t.ah1~1lU.~.5.wnil1..mernmwt 4--_. ._

I ..---.-.-.~..•••.•.-- -~~~.-.---..~~---..- .•..••....--------.~-.~
4

------------.-.-.-- ~.---. .-~ .---

------------_._-------. ---_.,_.,_.- - ..--,
t --- ..- __ ---.-.~ -.- _ .-.•.. -- .~-~ '-------_.-.-.-..-........-. ..•

'---------, --.-.. '------~~-...•••.-.~ ........•.. ----...~.~ .._- ..-~'-

Cf)
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•

1. Should a centrally-manaqed tollow~on food security projectbe supported, and why? :
a • x« s , b ecaus e,_-.:.R_r_o_v_i d_e_s_an_i_n_f_o_rm..,la_t._l_o_n _b_a_n_k _ for po 1;~L9e~ r_d ~_o ~that is needed.,~-...-...-----,-----------~~-~~ - •....•.. .-....-
b. No, bOCa\lS8 .. . _

----------------~----~-..-.....- ~-.-- ~-
I2. If a follow-on tood secur~ty project were 8upported, shouldthat follow-on activity continue to b~ re9.ar~h orJentAd1

a. Yes
b. No,
at>
iii.

iv.

it should:
include technical assista~CG on a 50'·50' b35is.
include some amount of technical assistance (lC~Bthan sot). :
be primarily technical assistance (more than 5o,).
bQ 100% technical assistance.

3. If a cantrally-rnanaged follow-on ~oOd security project with
• research compon.nt were supported, do you have 8U99cst1onc
tor substantive areas that should rece:1v. priority at.tention?

4? ~~.(spec1fy) ,__ ~-----, ..-- _,.,_. _
.---~----.~-.......-...~~ ...~~ ...-..-----.~~------------- ......••------- •.---~. --- ...•------------------- '-----.-~-~ ...~ ...--.......--.-.------------------------------~----------_-...-_----------_!--------_ .._.._--- --,

--- ..~ -..-...--~-
--------------.-- ......•---~~~ ...•.•...•..--.- .. -...-.... .•.------------.-.-------.--.~--------...-- --I

I

4. It a decision w.re made to discontinue the S&T Dur~au's
su~port tor a tollow-on tood seeurity r'roject, what would the
effect be 011 l1SAID/hoat countrY?.J..!L.S~.lia, 1 would.!llilll~~! .. __

given cur.x.ent sityation jtj th reseect t~ .s..!!.U1ri~._.__ ,__. ._..._,...•..----- ~ ----~ -~ ••....•. ---'-.--------------~----...-....•....-...-,.~ .• ~ .. ----.-••....---..._-_.-.-.-.---._--- --- ..•...~--~ •.•.-----~-.--. ..~--
)-----_._-_._---- '---.----_. - . ......-. --- .. ~ _.,---.

·*****.'**.*******.*.**.*.**t •••*.**.*~ ••••****** •••*••****A* •••
;

NAME OF Rl--:SI·OtJDENT(S) J...:..!aym~ndc~rp~,_te_r__ . ..._ .._ ....._._
._-- .....-..-.. .•..-..~-- ------ - ......-..-~.-~.--..---...•.-.,...-.---~~-.------ ---- "' .......•.......••.......•

(9)
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.00D I.CURITY I. AlIICA PROJIC! (931-1110)1
BvaLOATIOW QU.8TIOHNAZRI

A. erQjeg; Impact Inq R,laYlnc,

1. Who benefited trom the project's research?

e, Other donor. (specify) _

d. Other res.archers (specify) _

-a. Private sector entities (specify) _

e, Raqional institutions (.p.01ty)_Sw.A~1X•.•....c:~ _
2. How u.etul was the project to U8AIO/host country?a. VAry u•• tul

~ MOderatelI useful
C. Not usatu
d. Not .u~.b.cause:

i. research atill in prooessii. impact not evident
iii. personnel knowle~geable ot the project no lonqeraround

3. What have been the most important accomplishment8 of the
project to date? Plea •• be as specific as po •• 1bl ••

fR.O.bucr,ON Of'TWO PAPf;R.s; PI,.(CbL.IS'HEJ) OJ Uz./fI1SU

Foc,!:> S~C.i.l.R.ITY RE.5'EA R.cH IN ~.I H/ERN AFRIC.11
PAOJE,C.·T/ 11?g <f '9~\'1.

4. What hi. b•• n the most signiticant impact of tho project?
Pl•••• bo as specilic •• ~ol&1ble.

fAGf /.., ,A rx
I NVOL..VEMEN'T

.:L>EBATE ON PRIVATE Tt<A-.b£R.s
ltv PoO.b CRoP~' Mit/( K ETING- .

(I f)
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5. What factors contributed to the accomplishments and impaot
listed above? (Assiqn 113" to factors whioh have made a KAJOR
contribution, "2" to factors which have mac1a a MODIItATI
contribution: and ttl" to factors which have made LITTLE or NO
contribution.)
~=. Quality of research an4 analYlls
~b. Involvement of hoat oountry analyst.
~c. project'. capacity·building (training) program

~ d. Dia ••minatlon/articulation of r•• earch 'indin;sIe. Ability to provide information in a timely manner
~t. Ability to i4antity i••u•• mo.t i~portant to
deci.ion-maker. .

2> q. Ability to provide institutional support, such as
computer., software, vahioles, etg.
_h. Other(specity) --_------.-------

6. Did the project's research generate "new" knowledge
(defined atJ information not previously known to or u80d by
USAID or the hoat country)?

b. No
4 •7. If the an.wer to quastiol) no. 6 is 'tyes", in what areas was

"n.w" knOW~dge CjJeneratecS? _ LIB i::.e fll. 12 A "TI(.II\) ()-f _
Ec>o.b C(lJ2PS MA R ~ E'T' NQ :

8. of the are •• li.to4 in question no. 7, whi~h on •• made the
great ••t dif~erenc. to USAID/ho8t country proqrams and
project.? If.s I~ 7 A~'Ov<;

9. How effeotively did the project's research r••pond to
USAID'. information/analytical n••ds?

a. Very .ffectlve~MOd.ratelY ettective c. Unresponsive
10. How effectively did the projeot's rea_arch reapon4 to the
hoat country'. information/analytical noed.?

a. Very effective ~ Moderately eft.ctive c. unreapon.ive
/" . /'\ \
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11. How were the projeot's researoh results used by USAtD?

c.
d.

([;>
f.
q.

&.
b. To intorm development ot USAIO program strateqy

To identity/d~si9n project or non-project Assistance
To improve project/proqram implementation
To identity/track projeot/program jmpact
To intorm pOlicy dialogue with host government
To inform dialoque/1nteraction. with other donorsOther (8pecify) _

h. Re.e~rch results were not uled.
12. How were the project'. re.earch r••ult. used by ho.tcountry?

a.

~
®

t.

To formulate new food .ecurity policy
To amend ex1stinq policy
To improve policy implementation
To 8trengthen public seotor performance
To atrenqthan private .ector ptrformanceOther (apec1fjy) _

q. R••earch results were not used.
13. How can the project'. research b. made morn useful/relevant
to host country and USAID? (A8siqn. '13" to factor. which will
oontributo 11011'to improving useruIno •• , "2" to factors which
will make a NODlbfl contribution; and "1.' to factor. whichwill .ake LITTLB OR NO contribution.)

.•. ,

~a. By increasing level of host country involvement inresearch d•• i9n, implementation, and analysis.
~b. By improvinq timeliness of generating research results.+0. By improvin9 quality of re ••arch out~ut./4naly.is.____ 4. By improving res.arch design.
~.. By improving dis.emination ot research f1n~in9s.
~f. By improving articulation/presentation of rea.archt1ndings/raoommendations.
----g. 8y improving .election/identification ot research
i••u.s/topios____ h. other (specity) -- _

14. Has thea project helped to strengthen host country/regionalcapability to design and underta~. food ••cur1tyre••aroh/analY8ia?
b. No o. Don't know d. Too 800n to tell

15. What tactors oontributed to the developmant/atrengthening
ot looal capacity to undertake tood 6~cur1ty re.earch and
analy.i.? (A•• i9n "3" to factor. that made a KaJOR
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contribution, "2" to tactors that made A HODBRA'1'.
contribution; and "1" to faotors that made LIftL. or 110contribution. )
~.. By involving hoat country re •• arch institutions 8n~/orhoat government entiti ••.
~b. By provi~in9 research a•• 1etmntah1ps to host oountrygraduate atudents.-1--c. Through on-the-job training programs.
~d. Through ••minars, workshops, and conterenc8s.
~.. Through publicationa.____ f. Other (.peclfy) _

16. Ha. the project contributed to the achievement of
suatainable institutional chanqes?

a. Y•• Csp.oity hcW) -- ---------- _

No
Too .oon to tell
Not aure

b.
~

17, This project inclu4ea a sub-regional approach to
undertak1n9 food security research (in addition to
country-level rea.arch). In your opinion, did the Bub-regional
approach enhance or hinder the utility of re •• arch at the
oountry level?
G Enhanoed b. HiAderad c. Did not d. Don't know

.ign1tlcantlyatfect. it.
18. H&. the project effectively disseminated re••arch results?

a. Yes b. No @ Not sure

B. B•••• rch Quality
1. How do you •••e•• the quality of r••earch/analY8ia produced
by the projact?

a. Hi;h G Medium c. LOW

2. What taotors aft.c~.d the quality uf research produced by
the project? CA •• lqn tt3" to factor. which had a MaJOR effect;
"2" to factor. which had" MODIRATI effect1 and "1" totactor. which had LITTLJ or NO .rteet.)
~.. Quality ot MaU statt •••1qned to projeot
~b. OU.11ty of local starf involved in project~o. Da9r •• ot collaboration between MIU dnel local
r••• archer8

( 2/)
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~d. Approprlaten •••/relevance ot research topio~
~.. other (lp8c1ty)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

3. To what extent did the quality of r••earch attect
aoceptance and utilization of the project'w outputs?

at It we. a major factor
b. Made no difterence(!) Not. .ure

c. PrQject Management And Impl••entatioQ
1. DO you have comments on MSU's management of the projQct?

NoY•• '8peoity) __-- -- -- _

2, 00 you have comment ••on AIC/W's managm.nt of th~ project?
r.:J No~ Yes Capecify) -- -- _

..

3. Did the project impos. a heavy mana9~m.nt ~urden on USAID?
No
Yes

4. It an.war to qu••tion no. J is "b", can A.I.D./W help toreduoe the management burden on USAID?
0. No
b. Yes C.pecity how)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

,. What have been the moat significant problema (manaqement,
implem.ntation, and/or technical) encountered in carryin9 outthe project? Plea ••• pecify, . ------ _

/:J ,J. )
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D. Impliglt1oD§ tor the Futurt
1. Shoul~ a centrally-managed follow-on tood security projeetbe 8upported, and why?

a. Yea, becaU8o _

~ N~, becauao r,T /NON 'T P'T VJlrt-iiN /'Y1,.s...s IDN
V rt<roRlr ~ PlZoGkAM,s

a. It a tollow-on food security proj.ct were .upportGd, shouldthat follow-on activity continua to be reaearoh oriented?
..k Ye.

C!!,I No,r.
ii.

iii"iv.

it should:
inolu~e technical &8sistanc. on a 50t-50t basis.
include A~m~ ~mount 0: taehhical a5sistance (lessthan 50').
be pr1 •• rily technical ••• 1stance (more than 50').
be 10o, technical a•• istance.

3. It. QQntrally-mansged follow-on food security project with
a r•••• rch component were supported, do you have suggestions
tor subatantive areas that should r.oeive priority attention?

raJ No~ Y •• (specify) ~ _

4. It. decision were made to diacontlnue the S&T Bureau's
support tor a follow-on food security project, Wh&?eWOUld th.e
affect be on USAID/hoat country? Cf a f S" '-Ie

*********** •••******** •••• ********************** •••• ** •• ********
NAME OF RBSPONDBNT(S) WI L. L I Pt ~ bA 'f_"N_'_'T _

( 23)
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A. Pr0jegt Impact and BelaYlnc.

c.
4. Other r •••• rem.r. (.peclty) U",tV6&',? ~~C"N"'" W 4:(tel4+,m~ <:ret.u '17tII.S•• Priva~••• oto~ ent1t1 •• (8pec1fy) ---- _

2•
1i~/IW~S " ,
R"~ ",e /
p~~f"
Ir~,n
'/lo/ttI-

UAJ IT) /nIN.~" tHl~, AU-, L7'JIk fl.IU~"'1..'Rl't.1TLE~~ J 2..1,"~~E
How us.ful w•• the project to US~D/ho.t country?•• "",,-veryu•• tul
b. Moderat.ly u ••tul
c. Not u••tul
d. Not sure becau •••

i. r•••• rch still in proc •••
ii. imp.at not .vi~.nt

1ii. p.~.onnel knowladqe.bla ot the projeot no longer.~ound '
3. What hay. been the moat important accomplishment. or the
project to data? Pl•••• ba as 'pacific •• po •• ible.

"I.. 'TJIU" IS AlIW ,. ~.( ~ w,,~ •. IINIIIIAC'Ty 7l.~••MtCtHIAS nt.INAJ~b
~.) IN"I.IIU IAI ~ s.~"AI?, /U~I&ItA.ruMA$ III •• IIEA.~L f'A-.Dcc
c..UAJ77Il.I.' • .

•. ""~cc:uWI'MIas /ht4I* NI#~I.J c..iJC4 ~1IJA'~~ Ret., -nJ.IAI~/N~ A-•• 4J r /iu.j
{,I.V ••$IJI'I'ICIUlCY r» /t,..r'.I1,..'-. ,q,.~ SIl.C!~A.' "'Y A-N..A, If-cAAI'N.Y, .,.
PI».) S&euA.rray JtoT.,."... c.., milAI '7JhI~ ~ •.. 1kI (~ JAv.,,~ .

C. IJltJa,a •. c"Y MIl.) H116 •.1J•• «r "'.~.AA.U#!AS~. INU..HIAll-Ly ~:'AI&.
1!/J1'"A,. (f ,. PtUl:.y """L~". T'J /t'aI.J ""~"'''Llf.n.~.s~ /tu.J 77ft/I1~ T7~~
",. 2 INCA.. MIN I-LY B~/~G- /11 'I,JTrW~ IU'" ~4 OJ$I. AlS -AI ~,., ~ ~ Jt,,-,U
~ "Irl-~ C)' • ~." 'AJ~.

J rAl21 ••••• "'l!.I..".A",. Pt~S"" TlIM~ &fI~, If NIf.'T1.N~L ,..~s.cuA.l~YAJ
• PtLJt::/.. 1IJII~l(tS"..,117ft 1J.e~IJ~"" n~?ZL ~.3I6.,'.~, "',1tA AIt. ~ ""AI.

H« /f.t:..7"'H hLt~ 1tN4I-1S 1) .", ClN.$ ~6.1l . . IIAlJj AI'"n...II'l~NII-t.. /£~"c..h ~ A<.t(
4 • What. h•• b•• n t.h. 1I08t .1qn1flcant. apact of th. pJ:'ojeot? .;h~~.
Pl•••• be •• .peo1f1c •• po ••1bla.

~ ~ ~I'=.,."", ,..~#1I4 ~. ~/"'" JIli C4AJT, SllhJ""N~ 7WIA 11KAte "7'", .Ale
" II".,&4r S'A-'1'7'IM &~/,.,~rr ,..... 1t"T/~NAL., ~;f-r"-Jl4J~J ~1!e1s-~htI~

If J,"pu-IIJJlI ~"'~,lJLy NI711- H..LJI ".., • ., ~ PA.&:IeeT.
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5. What tactor. contribut.~ to the aoooap11.hmenta an4 impact
listed above? (A••1;n "3" to tactor. which have made • DJOa
contribution, "211 to tactor. which have •• ct. & JIO~l&n
Qontr1bution: and "1" to ~.Qtor. which have m.". r.%n~1or IfO
contrihution. )

~ a. Quality of r•••arah and analysis~b. Involvement ot hoat country analysts
~c. Project'. capacity-building (training) proqram
~a. Dissemination/articulation of r•••• rch t1n4ing.
~.. Ability to provide information 1n a timely manner
~f. Ability to identify i••u•• mo.t important todeci.1on-maker. .
~9' Ability to prov14a institutional .upport, 8uch -8oomputer., .ottware, Vehicle., etc.
_h. other Cap.city) '''f'''~IArI~ ,.F if "~/n~A-'- """$';' " e;:

~HO£IwJU, 1C'''-.J'4~,.'U.f S'K/U~. PI.v" •• r IJJV#'IIU

e. Did the pz-cjeot'. to •••• rcn ;anarate "new" knowledgeCdetined •• 1ntorm.tion not previou81y known to or used byUSAID or the ho.t oountry)?
b. No

nee 6 i. "y.a", in what

161

9 • Hoe;!! .ttac:t1 val¥' d1~ thQ pl:ol.~t'. ••••ILrgt' ;t·••• ponc1 toUSAID'. in!or..t!on/.n.ly~ia.l need_?
~v.ry ettective b. Moderately errective c. unraapon.1v.

10. How etteotiv.ly di4 the project'. r•••• rch r••pond to theh08t country'. information/an.lytioal need.?
~v.ry .ft.~t1y. b. Moderately .~teot1ve

( I~)
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To inferm development ot USAID p~o;ram.trat.~
To identify/de.iqn project :r ncn-projact ao.~.t.nc.
To improve projeot/proqram lmplementation
To identity/traok projlct/proqram 1mpact
To intorm pollcy d1alotue with hc:t ;overnmant
To inform 4i.l09U4/int.ractio~. wfth other donor.
Other (.pec!fy) ~ 1.,~1tJt A.2:.D,l.W.

h.
12. Kow were the p~oject'. r••••rch· reault. u••d by ho.tcountry?

~
~ e.

f.

To tor.ulate new tood ••cur1ty policy
To .men~ exiatinq policy
To im~roy. policy impl.mentation
To .trenqthen public .ector performance
To .tren;tben pr~vate ••ctor performanceo~.r (.p.Qltly)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

rlN S. ,.. If 1'1t~13

IF ,.. ~yUHM I C. PA.c.6$.$
i.lIi'CN I S ~,N·IhI;J1

9. R•• earCh ra.ult. were not u•• d.
13. How can the project'. r•••• rah be aa4•• or. ua.tul/ral.vant
to hoat country an" USAID? (A••l;n tt3" to t.otor. which will
contribute KO'~ to improv1nq u••tulness; "2~ to tactors whiCh
will male. a KOD.Db contribution: and ttl" to teotors which
will make LXTTLI oa .0 contribution.).,
~.. By incre •• inq level of ho.t count~y involvement inr•••• reb d•• ifn, t.pl•••ntation, and analy.1 ••
~b. By improving tl.e11ne •• ot qen*ratin; r•••aroh r••ult8.~c. By improvinq quality ot r•••• rch outpu~.I.n.lys18.
-3 d. By i.prov1n; r••••rch 4•• i9ft.

~.. By improvinq di•••mlnat1on ot r•••• rch t1ndin; ••
~t. By 1mprovin; artioulation/pr •••ntation of r•••• ~chf1n41n9./recoaaendat1on ••
~9. Iy iaprovlnv ••lection/1d.ntiflcat1on ot re •• arch
i••uea/top1ca____h. Oth.~ C.peoity) _

14. H•• the pro~.ct helped to atren;then bo.t ~ountry/req1onal
gapab11ity to d•• 19n and undertake tOOd .eeurityr••••rch/.naly.i.?

a. ~ b~ ~o c. Oon·t know d. Too .OOD to tell
~

It an.v.r 1. "gil, "0", or "4U pl •••• move on to qu ••t1on no. 16.
15. What factors oontribut.d to the dev.lopa.n~/.t~.n9th.n1n9of local capaoity to undertake tood ••our1ty r•••• rch and
analy.i.? (A•• 19Jl -3" to tactol'. that •• 4•• Jll.70.

( /3)
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cont~ib~t1on, N2" ~O tactor. that made a XOD•••'.ee"~r1bUtion; and Wl" to t.ctor. that mad. ~%~T~. or .aoontribution.)
~a. By invQlvin; hOlt country r••••rch institution •• n4/cr
ha.~ 90vern •• nt entitie ••
~b. By providin9 rese«rch assistantships to hast countrygraduate .tudent8.
~c. Throu9h on-the-job tralnln; pro;ram ••
~d. Throu9h ••• inar., workshop., and conter.ne •••~e. Throu9h publioations._f. oth.r (apeclfy) _

16. ft•• the pro~.ct contribut.d to the 8chl.v •••nt of.ustainabl. in.t1tutional chan;••?

a. @)Capecify how) *,U1t'V£ $., -n;o~hI IT IS.ln4.I- .~)' IN
",.. rA.lC4$s. -rw SliUet! ,..~ S.QI~~r,f*,,1a._~/M""'AJt VAiIT f,,- 84~A1

b. No -~~u MJJ; IIIIIIJUC I"Y 1/tMII1'fl'laJlu.. n:. ~~ 1J177I
c. Too acon to tell J'C.J6.$ N»c ~~/4I~.s~.

d. Not sur.
17. Thi. project inclu4.a a .ub-regional approach to
unda~t.kin9 tood ••Qurity r••••rch (in a4dition to
country-level r••••rch). In you~ opinion, 414 the .•ub-reqional
approach enhance or binder the utility of raaaaroh at the
country lev.l?

II. ~ b. lt1nclered c. Did not d.
.i9nificantly
affeet it.

Don't know

18. Has the pro~.ct effectively di••e.1nata4 r••••rcn r••ulta?a8 b. HCI c. Not .ur.
B. B.,I'roh ouality
1. How do you •••••• the quality ot r•••• rch/analysl. produced»y the project?

a. RiCJh- 0 -lin- Medium
VJt~/6t1 11

$Jt#1 II~A1 A.~ , &l'l/IJrrLY I
s:.M~ AJ.'" s. h-8.b. IlIm1m#1kI

...,~~'S""'I2. What tactor•• f~.ctad the quality of re••• rob produQed bythe proj.et' (A•• i;n "3" to tactor. which had. Ma30a .tt.ct,
,.2 It to tactor. whicb had • MODI•• ". .ffect., and "1 It to
factors which bad LZftU or 110.tt.ct.)

c:.

a Quality of Mlt1 .tatt a•• i9ned to project UNIIIM'y A~t~NT.
b: Quality of local .talt involved in proj.ct hs.".,,,, hll)I.£~·
g. D89r •• of collGor.~1gn bet:w •• n MIUand local NAl ~ ,r••••~ob~.

( IV)
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--2:.-d.
_e.

Appropriatan •••/relavan08 ot r•••• ~oh topic.
ethel' (8peclfy) --------

3. To what .xt.n~41~ the quality ot r••••rah affect
acceptance and ut11i ••tian at the project'8 outputs?

It v•• a ••jo~ t.ctor
Made no diff.rance
Not .uzteo.

c. ,roj.oS H'n.g •••n~ .nd !.pl.m.ntl~!Qn
1. Do you have comment. on MaU'. man.,••ent of the project?

U ~IJ CI'IJ 9)tc.r.s •
2. Do you have ao••an~. on AI~rM'••• ~••••ftt ~~ th. proj.c.t?

a. No . I
b. ~(sp.city) •••K."'_e.•.II •••I.•.•,1e 44~4._••..;;;;e_. _

3. Did the project impoa. a h.avy management burden on USAID?

J~

4. It answer to qu••t1on no. 3 1. "b", can A.I.D./W help to
reduce the ••na,••ent burden on U8A%D?

a. Nob. Ye8 (.p.cify how)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

5. What hlv. b••n the mo.t .19nlt1oant probl••• (aana,•••nt,impl.m.ntat1an, and/or technical) encountered 1n oarryin; out
the pzoojact? Pl••••• pacify. ""'.d:rl (N etcHINE •• '"'*'" l..~"~~,,.LI-i TII-II y~f r. ",.,.) 1"'1"',0 ""A«~I a«'ellM 1".
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D. Implication, 'Ar the Putur.
1. Should. centrally-man.qed follow-on rOOd ••ourity projectbe supporteel, and vhy?

~ Yes, becau.. ~A.I" /ItI&U 7J Q£1»'N Ml-M£U nI'44

b. No, b.c.u.e ~ _

2. It. follow-on tood ••curity proj.at were supported, .hou14
that tollow-on activity continue to·be r•••arch orient.d?~ Y.. 611"1' 'I.-flU ~I ~ ""u~ ~JJ 1!AJU4J~"fhNI- Auc.), CNJIN6tIr

~, WI ".~~.b. Ho, 1t ahould: . "
i. inolude technical ••• i.tanoe on a sot-aot b••is.

ii. include some amount ot t.chnioal ••• i.tance (least:haI'l50').
iii. be primarily taehnical ••• iatanee (mora than 50').iv. be loot t*chniaal ••• i.tance.

3. !!:. ~.nti:.lly-~.u•..,.Q tgllow-on ,ooa •• ourlty projeot with
a r••••rch component were .upported, do you have 8uQgestion.
for 8Ub-tantiv. area. ~b.t .houl~ receive ~r1ority att.ntion?

~1I0b. Y.. C.P.clty) _

•••••••• **••*•••••••• ****.*******.** •••••• ****** ••••••• *.**.****
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~. Eroject Impac; and Bolty.DQ'
1. Who benefited trom the project'. r•••• rch?

a. USAID
b. Host country (_pacify) ZimbabwE' t ~alawi, Tan7.un1ft 0 aud il

Humber gf other SADce c.ot!ntrl~.;;;;"R -----------
c. other donora (ap.city)_'~_9~r_l•.d~,~r._.I_n~A~ ---------------
-----------------------------~---------------~-----------------d . other rea.archer. (lpec1fy) (! s P ~t M ; ~ 11 S t ~t ~

8. privata ••ctor entitiell (apacify). SADCC~(')d Sec,'ur it y ~~(\tI[H' LL

f. Re9ional 1netituticns (apec1ty) ----------------

~. How useful was the project to USAID/host country?
a. Very ua.ful ) .'
b M

_A t 1 t 1 )uP. P ~ n d ,1 o n co 11n l r v• uu.ra e y use u
c. Not useful
d. Not aura b.cau.e:

i. re••• rch .till in proce ••
i1. i_pact nat .vi4ent

iii. peraonnel knowledgeable of the proj.ct no longer
arount!

). What have been the most important acoomplishment. of the
project to date? Pl••sa b. aa .pecifio •• po •• ible.

t 11(' 1'-.11:1 j n~ of l n dI ~('nnl'~; 1'<.1 Ii c'y .m a I v r. t u .

lII,tl',i~lE, ~:r~n"ior ~c"v~l r.(\v~·r!l1nl·nl· ,d'fl<:lul:~ :lv,u:frc: 0\ ',)(111 :('I'I.:·j!

' ...;"qC'.i J11 the! SADCC r c u Lo u .

~; ( •• t t j I~~', 111 mo t ion •.• })r o (: I:: !;j::; w h i ~11 i R he g; n n i 0):. 1 CJ In ~t k r '; (' r ~ ,I \, ;

n n ni y s ! s n part o l t h e ro11cy mn k Ln a !"rl'('('''-:~ in A I'ln:nh,', ~'1 ,I ;';J~~

\.,;1 1 he r e g I o n ,

4. What has been the ma.t signlficant i_pact of the p~oj.ct?
Plea •• be •• apec1tic a& po ••ible.
I n t: r t: L.l i3 .i 11g III t! n , •mb l~ r 0 f qua 1 ; t. y (.,flo ~a 1 p - 1 1c y ann 1 y t: t h •
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5. What f.ctor. contrib~te4 to the .ccoapli.h••nt. and l.,.at
list.4 above? V••• iqn "3" to tacto"" which h.v. _4. a lDoJoa
contrib~t..101\; "2" to fi1ctorc which have madA " IIDDlPftcontribution 1 and "1" to tactor. which have l\Ia4.Lt'PfLI or 110
contribution.)
_~.. Quality of r••earch an~ analyai.
~~. Involve.ent of hoat country analyata
.~o. projeot'. capacity-bu1141n9 (trainln9) pro9raa
~d. Di•••• in.tlon/.rticulation of r••••rch f1n41ng •.~.. Ability to provi4e information in • tl_ly manner
_~f. Ability to identify t••ue•• o.t important to
deciaion- ••kar.2 ;. Ability to provide lnltitutional .upport, .uch ••
computer., aottware, vehicl •• , etc.
_---h. other (specity) __ ------------------------------------

.------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------
6. Oid the projeot" research qenel'ate "n8w" knowlad;e
(defined •• information not previou.ly known to or u••4 by
~SAID or the hoat country)?

a. Yes X b. No
'l. If tbe answar to que.tionno. 6 ia "yea", in what are •• \IIaa
unew" ltnowledqe 98n.rated 1------ ..••.-.-,.---.....-----

ExtC!ul a n d shnpe uf b e a n rnnr.k~tin

._-_._----------------------------
8. ot the .r••• li.ted 1n qu••tion no. 7, which one. mada the
gr••t••t dlff.r.noe to UIAID/ho.t country proqr... and
project8? ---------------------------------------------

9. HOW .ffectiv.ly 4id the project'. r•••• roh r••pond to
USAlU'8 lntorm.~1~n/.n.lyt1gGl naadc1

•• ~ery .ffective b!Moc1.r.tely.ff.ctive c. unre.ponsiv.
10. HOW ettectl~.ly did the project'. r•••• rch r••pon4 to the
host country's 1nforaation/analytical need.?

x•• V.ry .tf.ctlv. b. Mod.r.t.ly .ft.~tlv. o. unr••ponaiva
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11. How were tbe project'. ra••arch r••ult. u••d by USAID?
a.x To intora 4evelopmant of USAID pro9ra •• trateqy
b.x TO identify/d,.i9n project or non-project ••• t.t.nee
c. To improve projeot/proqr •• 1mpl.mentation
d. To identify/track project/proqram impact
~.x To inform policy dialogue with hn.t ;overnment
t. To inform d1aloque/interactlon. with other donors
9. othar (.pecify)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

12. How ware the project's r••••rch re.ulta u.ed by ho.t
country?

a. To formulate new foo4 ••curity policy
b. TO amand .xl.tin~ policyc. To improve policy iapl ••• ntation
d. To atren9th.n public sector performance
e. To stran9then private .ector performance
f. other (specitiy)_"_o_t __s_\l_r-e------------------------------
9. Re••arch r••ults w.re not u••d.

1.3. How can the project'. reaearch b. made lIor. useful/relevant
to host country and USAID? (Assign "3~ to factor. 'which will
contribute 110.'1'to illlprovin9u•• fuln ••• ' "2" to factors which
will make a MOD.ItA"1 contribution1 and "1" to factor. whioh
~ill make L!~LI oa 10 contribution.)
~a. By 1ncr••• in; level ot boat ~ountry inyolvomont in
r•••arch d•• i9n, imple.entation, and analy.i ••
.._b. By improving timel1ne •• of generating research r•• ult •.____c. By 1aprovin9 quality of r••• arch outputs/analy.is.

____d. By lmprovlnq rea••rch d••lqn.-1-e. By 1aprovin9 d1 •••• 1nation of ra •••rch findings.____ f. By improving articulation/pre ••ntation of re•••rch
tindin9.lre~nd.tion •.--1-9. By lmprovinq •• lection/identification of r••• arch
i••u••/toplC8
_h. at-her(.pec1t.y)__ ----------------

14. Has the project helped to strenqthen ho.t country/reqlonal
capability to d•• i~n and undertake food .ecurity
r•••a~ch/an.ly.i.?

a~ Y •• b. No e, Don't know 4. Too .oon to tell
It an8Wer 1. "l:)II, "e", or ·.d" pl •••• .ova on to qu••tlon no. 1.6.

1S. What factor. contributed to the d.yelo,..nt/.~r.nqtb.n1nq
af local capacity to undertake food .ecu~ity r•••arch and
analyst.? (A •• 19ft M3" to faotora that .ad. a MAJOR
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cQntr1butionJ "3" to factor. tbat •• de a JIOD••• .,.
contribution, and "1" to' factor. that •• de LX'!-n.a ozt Me)
contribu~lon. )

~a. By involv1nq h08t country r•••• rch institutions and/or
ho.t 90v.rnment entitle ••-l--b. By prov1d1n9 rea.arch ••• 1.tant.hipa to hoat country
;raduate atudent8.x c. Throuqh on-tn.-job traininq pro9rama •
.~d. Throuqh ••• inar., workshop., an4 conferenc •••
____ e. Throuqh publication ••
._t. Other (apeei!y) ---------------

16. Has the project contributacS to the aobievement ot
sustainable in.tltutional chan9.'?

a. Yes (.pacify how)__---- __-----------------------------
b. No
c~ Too aoon to tell
d. Not .ur.

1". Thi. proj ect 1nclud.. a sub-regional approach to
undertaking food ••curity r•••• rch (in addition to
country-level re •• arch). In your opinion, did the .ub-regional
approach .nhance or hinder the utility of re••• rch .~ the
(;ountry level?

5. Enhanc.~ b. Hindereel c. Don't knowDieS not d.
ai9nlficantly
affect it.

l8. Haa the projeot effectively 4i •••• 1nat.d r••• arch result.?
xa. Ye. b. No c. Mot .ure

B. III.argh Qy,lity
1. How do you a••••• the quality of r•••• rch/an.ly.i. produced
by the project?

a.x H1;h b. Medium e, LoW

2. What factor. atfected the quality of ~••••rch produeed by
the project? (Aa.i,n 1t3" to t.ato~. which ~a. a M130a .fteet:
"a" to factor. vtlich hact a IIOD--. etfect, and "1" to
tactor. whlch had LI"~ .~ MO effeet.)

] a. Qual1ty of MBa .~aft ••• 191*1 to proj ect
~ h. Quality ot local atattinYolve4 in projeot

~c. Deqr •• of coll.~oration betw ••n MlU and local
r••••rch.r.
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] d.---_.. Appropriaten ••• /r.l.vance ot re.earch topic.
Other C8pec1fy)_' ---- _

1. To what extent dl~ the quality of r•••• rcb attect
acc.ptanc •• n~ utilization of the project'. output.?

a~ It w ••••• jor factorb. Made no ditterenc.
c. Not .ure

c~ Projaet Mln.ge.ant Ind Impl,m.ntation
1. Do you have comments on MSU'. managem.nt of the project?

a. No
b.x Y•• C8p.c:ity) For th~ most part it has blHAP Clf the hj(rbt'~l
_.":'ll j ;) 1 ; t 'j - n c P.d e J m0 r ~ c1t t ~n t i ()n ton ~ (! d t 0 [11 1 Cop s e I' t

'J I~ H::t t: :t r c----._------- -----------------------------
'-. Do you have com.ents on AID/W'. manaqm.nt ot the project?

s. No
b.x Yes Cap.cify) Th~ wOl-k l>~THd its from h~tvillg S·& T 'illplJ/)rl

-:~hi1 cit ~a y be cl e s 1 r a h.1 c.~ r (') h By Co! S j n Hi1 *= H\1 r c: il \I it (' t j " j f' i " \;
·..lith~!n t h e BUt'<!:lll, t h c c u r r e n t org,Ani;atipp f)llnW9 spm,..

')
" . Did the project impoee a heavy manaqeaent burden on USAID?

• •.x Mo
b. Ye.

4. It answer-to que.tion no. J is "b", can A.I.D./W help to
reduce the mana,••ant burden on USAID?

a. Nob. Y•• (apecity how) -------- __

~. What hay. b•• n the ao.t .1gniticant problema (aanave..nt,lmpl ••• ntation, and/or technical) encount..red in carryi", outthe project? PIe•••• peoify ---------- _
1 t i~ P r I' per f Q r US II t Q 1 i mit t h @ Lr 1,n,y Q 1 Y Gm RPtA U i# 5m H' 1 5 e ~
of rpuptries besaus, gf ft.ff limit,
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D. lmplicAtienl for the rutur,
1. Should a e.ntr.lly-man.9.~ tollow-on tood .ecurity project
be .upported, and why?

a~ Y'., bec.u •• Important topfc, en!;c of mission aCC~S::i Clnd
management, level or actiVitY wi) J drop wIthout E:lom~ C'.p.ntr~l

s~~rt money.b. No, becau •• _

2. If a follow-an food •• curity project wlr. 8upported, should
that follow-on activity continue to be r••• arch oriented?

xa. Y••
b. No,

i.
i1.

111.
Iv .

it .houlr1:
include technical ••• t.t.ne. on a 50'-50' ba.18.inclQde .o.e amount ot technical ••• 1atance (le••
than 50t).
be primarily technioal ••• 1at.nee (more than 50').
be 100' technical ••• 1.tancl.

). It a cantrally-manage4 follow-on tood ••curity project with
a re •• arch component were 8upported, do you have Bugqe.tiona
for SUbstantive areas that should receive priority attention?

a. No .
b. x Y.. (.pee1ty) I rn net" 0 fa] t ern fl t j V f! m a '" k(~t ~t r i1 c: t u r (! s , \ 11

:- ,1 " d s I.." C \J ,. i t' Y (e s p •. p r v s t z n t 1 0 nul n 1:" r. ~ P H r a ~ t :l r :i C'Il. j .,)

Jnt"~r-t·(!glonai trndc
~\It 1"i lIon a s e e s smen t s (llla tc)od a{f;t.rtGution

4. If. decia1cn war ••• de to dlaoontinue the S'T Bur ••u' •
•~pport for a follow-on food ••curity projeet, what wou14 theettact be on USA%D/boat country? -- _

••••••••• *.*.***••****••********••*••**.~••*.**.*•••************
NAME OF aESPONDENT(.)_R~I~C~H_A~R~D~.T~.~E~D~W_A_R_D_S _

U7)X2lro;
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